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ABSTRACT
AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF ARABIC DIALECTS USING
HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
Fawzi S Alorifi, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 2008
The Arabic language has many different dialects, they must be identified before Automatic
Speech Recognition can take place. This thesis examines the difficult task of properly iden-
tifying various Arabic dialects. We present a novel design of an Arabic dialect identification
system using Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Due to the similarities and the differences
among Arabic dialects, we build a ergodic HMM that has two types of states; one of them
represents the common sounds across Arabic dialects, while the other represents the unique
sounds of the specific dialect. We tie the common states across all models since they share
the same sounds. We focus only on two major dialects: Egyptian and Gulf. An improved
initialization process is used to achieve better Arabic dialect identification. Moreover, we
utilize many different combinations of speech features related to MFCC such as time deriva-
tives, energy, and the Shifted Delta Cepstra in training and testing the system. We present a
detailed comparison of the performance of our Arabic dialect identification system using the
different combinations. The best result of the Arabic dialect identification system is 96.67%
correct identification.
keywords: Language Identification, Gaussian Mixture Models, GMM, Egyptian Dialect,
Gulf Dialect, Arabic Dialect Database, HMM Initializations, Jackknifing.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
In general, Automatic Speech Recognition for English and other languages has been the
subject of much research in the last forty years. Some of its problems have been solved
successfully, while others are still under investigation. In contrast, speech recognition for the
Arabic language only has been researched since the 1980’s [3].
By and large, Arabic language research has been growing very slowly in comparison to
English language research. This slow growth is mainly due to a lack of modern studies
on the acoustic-phonetic nature of the Arabic language and to the inherent difficulties in
speech recognition. Additionally, there is no standardized database of Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) language in general, nor are there many modern studies that examine Arabic
dialects for speech identification purposes [3]. Past studies examining Arabic dialects for
speech identification were written purely from linguistic points of view, explored antiquated
dialects, or focused on specific dialects; very few examined any modern forms of Arabic.
Most Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are based on speech selected from
the standard form of a language; however, dialects of a language can be quite different from
the standard form. Since dialects can be structurally very different, it is essential to develop
methods to automatically identify them [4].
The performance of an ASR system is affected by how the training data is matched to
the test data. Having a mismatch in dialect between training and testing will result in poor
recognition performance [5]. Consequently, it is important that the dialect of a speaker be
1
identified so that models based on the appropriate training data be used during recognition.
Moreover, many dialects (especially Arabic) have a different linguistic structure, so it is es-
sential to identify the dialect to use the appropriate vocabulary and grammar during speech
recognition.
These problems motivate us to work on Automatic identification for Arabic dialects.
Most of the ASR systems for Arabic are based on the MSA language, but in reality, most
people speak a regional dialects. Therefore, identifying the Arabic dialect from the input
speech will help the ASR of Arabic to have optimal performance.
1.2 THESIS OBJECTIVES
In this research, we present a system for automatic Arabic dialect identification. This system
is designed based on the characteristics, the similarities and the differences, of Arabic dialects.
The Arabic dialect identification system is based upon the Ergodic Hidden Markov Model
(EHMM). Our system takes advantage of the similarities and differences between Arabic
dialects and utilizes models with two separate types of states: one corresponding to the
unique sounds in each Arabic dialect, and the other corresponding to the common sounds
in all Arabic dialects. To ensure that common states remain the same in all models, the
common states are tied together.
This research concentrated on the following topics:
1. The structure of Hidden Markov Models of the dialect models.
2. The Arabic dialect database.
3. The optimal speech feature vectors based on the performance of the Arabic dialect iden-
tification system.
4. The initialization of the Hidden Markov Model.
2
1.3 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
In chapter 2 we provide background information about Arabic dialects including related re-
search. Also, in the same chapter, we categorize the Arabic dialects into five major dialects:
the Iraqi Dialect, the Gulf Dialect, the Levant Dialect, the Egyptian Dialect, the Maghreb
Dialect. Chapter 3 provides relevant theoretical information regarding speech processing,
Gaussian mixture models (GMM), and Hidden Markov models. In chapter 4, we discuss
the speech database used in the study. Three training databases are used throughout the
work, an unbalanced training database and two balanced training databases. The Arabic
dialect identification system is also presented in this chapter. In the final section of chapter
4, results for the identification system are presented. Many configured Hidden Markov mod-
els, trained and tested, are provided with illustrations throughout this chapter. Chapter 5
presents modifications and improvements to the Arabic dialect identification system. More-
over, different speech features are used in training to find the best features for the system
to perform well. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this work and explores
future research possibilities.
3
2.0 ARABIC DIALECTS BACKGROUND
In this chapter we investigate and review the Arabic dialects featured in this study and
review pervious research on Dialect Identification.
2.1 ARABIC DIALECTS
The Arabic Language is one of the oldest living languages in the world. The bulk of classical
Islamic literature was written in Classical Arabic (CA), and the Holy Qur’an was revealed
to Prophet Mohammed, peace be upon him, in the Classical Arabic language. Standard
Arabic is the mother (spoken) tongue for more than 200 million people living in the vast
geographical area known as the Arab world, which includes countries such as Syria, Jordan,
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and Sudan [6, 3]. More information regarding the Arabic
language in general can be found In Appendix A. Figure 2.1 illustrates the nations where
Arabic is spoken as a mother tongue.
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) dialect lacks the extreme formality of Classical Arabic,
and it is considered the standard dialect of all Arabic speaking nations. Like many languages,
Arabic has branched off into numerous colloquial variations. MSA’s pronunciation and lexi-
con can be drastically altered when mixed with local dialects; the use of both colloquial and
Modern Standard Arabic in one’s daily activities can be described as Diglossia, a condition
in which two varieties of an identical language are used in different conditions within a com-
munity, often by the same speakers [7, 8, 9]. MSA is used in written texts, formal speeches,
sermons, and news broadcasts, while colloquial Arabic is used between family or friends and
4
Figure 2.1: Arab Countries Map.
on TV and radio soap operas. Colloquial Arabic does not only differ among nations, but
also among regions within the same country [7, 8]. For example, one can find 200 different
dialects in the Arabian Peninsula alone [10, 11]. Dialects can be similar and different at the
same time; while the Moroccan and Egyptian dialects share the same grammar, phonology,
and lexicon, they remain to be very distinct dialects [8]. Differences in individual dialects
can be categorized into three general types:
• Eastern vs. Western Dialects: The foundations of the Arabic language were laid
in the Arabian Peninsula. Arabic continued to undergo major transformations until the
third decade of the seventh century, when Arabic began to spread alongside Islam to the
north, east, and west [7]. As the language spread under these conditions, it caused east-
ern and western dialects to become more alike, though they still remained unique in their
own ways. The further a nation was from the Arabian Peninsula, the more distinct and
different its dialect; because of the great distance between the eastern and western Ara-
bic nations, a linguistic dichotomy continues to exist between them [8]. Countries that
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speak an Eastern form of Arabic include the Arabian Peninsula (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Qatar, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Yemen) along with Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
Palestine, Jordan, Egypt, and Sudan. Speakers of western dialects can be found in Libya,
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania. While there are many differences between
the Eastern and Western dialects, the primary difference is phonetic in nature; speakers
of Western dialects tend to drop many short vowels, and reduce the length of many
long vowels. In contrast, speakers of Eastern dialects tend to maintain classical vowels.
Additionally, speakers of Western dialects make no phonemic distinction between Seen
and Saad and between Zaa and Dhaa, while Eastern speakers do. Eastern and Western
dialects differ morphologically, syntactically, and lexically as well [8]. Regarding mor-
phological differences, speakers of western dialects tend use n in both singular and plural
cases, while eastern dialects utilize n only in the plural case. For example, “I/We write”
is stated in western dialects as “naktab-naktabu” respectively, while in eastern dialects it
is stated “‘aktib-niktib” [7, 8].
• Bedouin vs. Urban Dialects Historically, Arabic has been a collection of various
dialects, some originating from bedouin life, and others from urban, sedentary life [8].
Urban dialects are mixtures of Classical Arabic and a foreign substratum, while bedouin
dialects are more isolated from foreign influence, helping them to resist drastic linguistic
evolution, and retain features of Classical Arabic. For example, a prominent feature of
bedouin dialects is voicing the normally unvoiced uvular stop Qaaf (q), causing it to
become either a voiced and fronted Qaaf (G) or a voiced, fronted, and affricated Jiim
(dz) [8, 11]. Another characteristic of bedouin dialects is that gender is generalized in
plural pronouns, more so than in urban dialects. Additionally, many bedouin lexemes
such as husaam (sword) originate from Classical Arabic, though they are not used in
urban dialects. Identical lexemes may have entirely different meanings between bedouin
and urban dialects, such as dahraj, which means “see” in bedouin Arabic but to “roll
something” in Palestinian dialects [8]. A final distinction between bedouin and urban
dialects involves syllable structure.
6
• Religious Dialects: Muslim, Christian, and Jewish Dialects In addition to
regional dialects, Arabic also contains some linguistic variation due to religion, most
notably Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. Also, sects of different religions exhibit varying
dialects; for example, Lebanese Shiites, Sunnis, Druze, and Maronites all speak unique
dialects [8].
Since there are numerous types of Arabic dialects, time constraints necessitate that the
research focus only on dialects that belong to certain social, ethnic, and religious groups,
since these factors tend to be associated with the most numerous new or systematic changes.
Thus, five regional dialects were identified as core dialects; Figure 2.2 provides an illus-
tration of where each dialect is spoken by region:
Figure 2.2: Arabic Regional Dialects.
• The Iraqi Dialect The Iraqi Dialect is spoken only in Iraq. A characteristic of the
Iraqi dialect is that the phoneme Qaaf can be changed to a voiced Qaaf (G) or unvoiced
Qaaf (q).
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• The Gulf Dialect The Gulf dialect is spoken around the shores of the Arabian Gulf
(Persian Gulf) which includes Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab Emi-
rates, and Oman. In these dialects, the phoneme Jiim (dz) can be changed to Yaa (j).
Additionally, Qaaf (q) can be substituted with a voiced Qaaf (G).
• The Levant Dialect The Levantine dialect is spoken by Arabs near the Mediterranean
east coast, including countries such as Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine. This
dialect can be divided into six sub dialects:
Lebanese dialect
Central Syrian
Northern Syrian
Rural Palestinian
Urban Palestinian
Bedouin Palestinian
Commonly changed phonemes in the Levant dialects occur only in urban forms, where
the interdentals (i.e. Dhaa, Thaa, and Thaal) are changed to Taa, Daal, and Dhaad.
Lastly, Qaaf (q) is changed to Qaaf (q) with a glottal stop.
• The Egyptian Dialect As its name suggests, Egyptian Arabic is spoken in Egypt.
However, since Egypt is one of the most heavily populated Arab nations, the dialect has
become extremely widespread and well-known. This is due largely to Egypt’s large con-
tribution to Arab filmmaking and television production, which has inadvertently made
the Egyptian dialect understood throughout the Arab world. Consequently, the Egyptian
dialect is frequently taught in many American and European schools due to its popular-
ity and because it, like MSA, can be understood in most of the Arab world. Phonemes
modified in the Egyptian dialect include the interdentals (i.e. Dhaa, Thaa, and Thaal),
which are changed to Taa, Daal, and Dhaad. The Egyptian dialect also substitutes a
voiced Qaaf (G) for the letter Jiim (dz), example gabl for jabl (mountain) or gamiil for
jamiil (beautiful). Moreover, Qaaf (q) is changed to Qaaf (q) with a glottal stop.
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Table 2.1: Spoken Languages in selected countries.
Country 1st Language 2nd Language 3rd Language
Saudi Arabia Colloquial Gulf Arabic Standard Arabic English
United Arab Emirates Colloquial Gulf Arabic Standard Arabic English
Egypt Colloquial Egyptian Arabic Standard Arabic English
Morocco Colloquial Maghreb Arabic Standard Arabic French
Tunisia Colloquial Maghreb Arabic Standard Arabic French
Palestine, Israel Colloquial Levantine Arabic Standard Arabic Hebrew
• The Maghreb Dialect Magherb refers to an Arab geographical region including Mo-
rocco, Tunisia, Algeria, and Western Libya. The Maghreb dialect is a spoken language
in the aforementioned regions, and labeled by the majority of its speakers as Derija,
meaning ”dialect”. Since the Maghreb region was colonized by France and Spain, its di-
alect combines many French and Spanish root words with Arabic suffixes to form words.
Since this form of Arabic is rarely written, it is less static, and changes frequently. The
Maghreb dialect’s phonemes differ in that speakers make no distinction between short
and long vowels.
As was the case in Maghreb, other Arabic dialects were affected by foreign languages,
usually due to colonization. For example, Table 2.1 shows the languages spoken by native
speakers in selected countries [12, 13].
These dialects share similarities and differences from a phonetic point of view. For
example, major phonemes that change among these dialects are vowels (long and short), in-
terdentals (i.e. Dhaa, Thaa, and Thaal), Qaaf , Kaaf , and Jiim. Listed below are dialects
that are similar or different with regard to the phonetic characteristics discussed above [8, 14].
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• Phoneme Jiim (dz)
– Iraqi, Damascus-Levantine, and Maghreb dialects use a similar (dz).
– Gulf dialects use Yaa (j).
– The Egyptian dialect changes it to a voiced Qaaf (G).
• Phoneme Qaaf (q)
– Iraqi and Gulf dialects both use a voiced Qaaf (G).
– Maghreb speakers use Qaaf (q).
– Levantine and Egyptian dialects use an identical Qaaf (q) with glottal stop.
• Phoeme Kaaf (k)
– Maghreb, Levantine, and Egyptian dialects retain (k).
– Gulf and Iraqi dialects make (k) an affricate.
• Interdentals ( Dhaa, Thaa, and Thaal)
– Iraqi and Gulf dialects retain interdentals.
– Egyptian, Levantine dialects replace interdentals with Taa, Daal, and Dhaad
– Maghreb dialect replace interdentals with homorganic stops.
• Long Vowels [ a: e: i: o: u: ]
– Iraqi, Levantine, Gulf, and Egyptian dialects retain long vowels.
– The Maghreb dialect makes no distinction between long or short vowels; it has only
six vowels (3 stable and 3 variable).
• Short Vowels [ i a u ]
– Iraqi dialect uses a /o/.
– Gulf dialects retain all three short vowels.
– Egyptian Arabic shifts /a/ for /i/.
– Levantine Arabic retains short vowels.
– The vowel structure of the Maghreb dialect is completely different as described above.
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2.2 RELATED RESEARCH
What follows is a literature review of previous work examining dialect identification. In
reviewing these works we focus on three factors:
• Size of the research database.
• Type of recognition system utilized.
• Results obtained.
Barakat’s [4] research utilized perceptual Arabic dialect identification; speech data was
comprised of two major dialects: Eastern (Middle East) and Western (Maghreb). Data
was collected by requesting respondents to spontaneously describe various pictures; 12 par-
ticipants originated from 6 different Arabic speaking countries: Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia,
Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan. The respondents’ data was recorded on tape, and then used
as stimulus material for 18 different subjects, who were all native speakers from the same
six nations; the second group of respondents were asked to listen to these recordings and
determine the origin of the speakers. Of the 18 subjects in the second group, 97% correctly
identified the Maghrab dialect; likewise, 99% correctly identified Eastern dialects.
In another study by Barakat et al. [15], prosody, or the rhythm of one’s speech, was used
as a method of discriminating between different Arabic dialects. Speech data in this study
consisted of participants from four countries: Morocco, Algeria, Syria, and Jordan. Both
natural and synthetic speech was used as stimuli for 38 adult listeners, who were divided
into two groups: native speakers from Maghrab countries, and those with limited knowledge
of Arabic. For the natural speech samples, 97% of native, and 56% of non-native speakers
correctly identified the speaker’s dialect. However, when participants listened to the syn-
thetic speech samples only 58% of native speakers, and 49% of non-native speakers correctly
identified the sample’s dialect.
Marc Zissman et. al. [16] designed a system to distinguish between Cuban and Peruvian
dialects of Spanish. In order to carry out this task, the researchers built a corpus consisting
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of 219 speakers who each spoke for 20-30 minutes each. Their system utilized techniques
of phone recognition, along with language modeling (PRLM). In this system, training mes-
sages in each dialect were tokenized by a s single-language phone recognizer; the resulting
symbol sequence associated with each of the training messages is analyzed, and an n-gram
probability distribution language model was estimated for each dialect. The system used
an English phone recognizer trained on the TIMIT corpus because it was a labeled corpus.
Using speech from 143 Cuban and Peruvian speakers, the authors divided speakers into three
groups according to how typical a dialect was to his or her native region. Two groups were
typical dialects, consisting of speech from 119 different speakers, while the third group con-
sisted of atypical dialects, comprised of speech from 24 different speakers. Experiments were
conducted on all three groups. During training, three minutes of spontaneous Spanish speech
from each speaker in the Cuban training set were processed by the English phone recognizer,
and the Cuban language model statistics were computed. The same thing was repeated for
the Peruvian speakers. With the two language models in hand, test-speakers’ spontaneous
speech was processed and the Dialect Identification, DID, decision was computed. The test
utterances were three minutes long. The dialect error rate was 16%.
Itahashi Shuichi et. al. [17] attempted to classify dialects according to the speech
fundamental frequency (F0) of the speaker. The researchers used F0 to determine which
features were most useful in spoken language and dialect classification. After F0 was de-
termined, speech power was used to detect voiced intervals; the fundamental frequency
contour was approximated and represented by polygonal lines for each voiced interval. Fi-
nally, statistical parameters were calculated from the polygonal lines. To perform language
discrimination, samples were collected from four male speakers for each of the following six
languages: Japanese, Chinese, Korean, English, French, and German. In the dialect analy-
sis, 12 Japanese dialects were examined from 2 or 4 different male respondents each. Both
closed and open experiments were conducted; in closed experiments, the same sample was
used for training and testing, while in the open one, samples used in training were not in the
final examination. In the closed and open experiments, the dialect identification success rate
was 89.1% and 75% respectively. For the dialect identification of the 12 Japanese dialects,
the result was 79.2% without indicating if it was obtained from open or closed experiment.
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Itahashi Shuichi et. al. [18] used their previous method in a second study to classify
languages and dialects based on speech fundamental frequency. In this study, the same six
languages were used, however the number of Japanese dialects was increased to fourteen
dialects. The samples consisted of five males for each languages and one male for each
dialect. The results for language were 100% for the closed experiment and 80% for the open
experiments. For the dialect, the results were 94% for the closed experiment and 61.9% for
the open experiment.
From the literature review above, different methods were used to identify dialects or
languages ranging from asking subjects to listen to dialects to automatic dialect identification
systems. Also, the methods used prosody, fundamental frequency, or phone recognition along
with langauge modeling.
Our work addresses the problem of automatic Arabic dialect identification. We build a
database of audio examples for two Arabic dialects. We develop a novel modeling approach
that takes into account the differences and similarities between the dialects. We use Hidden
Markov Modeling methods to build the dialects models and for dialect identification. We
also optimize our approach by investigating the effects of model structure, model dimension,
model initialization, and the model acoustical feature set, among others. Our efforts to
improve the performance of the dialect identification system achieve a maximum correct
identification rate of 96.7% on our test database.
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3.0 SPEECH PROCESSING AND IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
In this chapter we present the theory of the system used in our research. Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are often used in some identification
systems of language, dialect, accent, or speaker [19, 16, 20]. Since this research utilizes both
techniques, this chapter will explore these methods briefly, in addition to feature extraction.
The block diagram shown in Figure 3.1 illustrates the main parts of a speech recognition
system [1]. Each block in the Figure is described briefly below and in more detail later in
this chapter.
Signal Processing In this process, the speech signal is converted to a set of feature vectors.
Acoustic Models The representation of knowledge about acoustic, phonetics, and the
speaker variability are included in the models. Hidden Markov Models are the foun-
dation for acoustic phonetics models. The acoustic models are modified during training
to ensure that system performance is optimized.
Language Models The knowledge of the system about what words are likely to appear
together, in what sequence, and what the possible words are.
Recognition Algorithm (Decoder) In this process, the decoder matches the input fea-
ture vectors to the acoustic models and language models to find the most likely word
sequence.
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a Speech Recognition System [1].
3.1 FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is a fundamental part of any speech recognition or identification system.
Feature extraction is a stage where speech is first transformed into a set of speech frames.
Since the speech signal is non stationary, the speech frames should be small enough to be
assumed stationary; moreover, the speech frames should be long enough to contain rele-
vant information about the speech. Speech must be pre-processed before features can be
extracted. Pre-processing includes a stage of preemphasis, where a digitized speech signal is
filtered by a first-order Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter in order to flatten the spectrum
of the signal and increase the relative energy of high frequencies [21].
Typically, the speech frame is between 20 to 30 milliseconds long, while the overlap and
frame rate are 10 milliseconds, 100 frames per second, respectively [21]. A window is then
applied to each resulting speech frame to minimize discontinuities at the beginning and end
of each frame. The most common window used is the Hamming window whose length is
equal to that of the speech frame [21, 22]. The front end used in our work is a generic
front end in many speech recognition systems and the frame length is appropriate for the
cepstral features to be extracted. However, some features, such as pitch, may be important
in dialects of other languages. In such cases, other front end parameters may be appropriate.
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An utterance is represented as a sequence of feature vectors. There are many repre-
sentations of the features, however the cepstrum is one of the most widely used in speech
recognition [23]. The cepstrum is defined as the inverse Fourier transform of the logarith-
mic of the short time spectrum. Lower order cepstrum coefficients represent the vocal tract
impulse response. The cepstrum of a signal x(n) is computed using the following steps
[24, 25]
1. Pre-emphasising the signal
2. Windowing the signal;
3. Computing the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT);
4. Taking the magnitude the spectrum;
5. Calculating the log;
6. Calculating the inverse FFT.
Equation 3.1 explains the previous steps where c(n) is the cepstrum, while X(ejw) is the
Fourier transform of the pre emphasized and windowed signal x(n)
c(n) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
log|X(ejw)| ejwn dw (3.1)
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are the most popular feature in speech
identification systems in deference to the place-pitch mechanism originating along the hearing
origin [1, 26]. To compute MFCC, filter banks of triangular shape are formed. They are
equally spaced along the Mel-scale defined by
Mel(f) = 2595 log10 (1 +
f
700
) (3.2)
A Fourier transform is applied to the framed speech data and the magnitude squared
spectrum is computed [27, 28]. The spectrum is multiplied by the corresponding triangular
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filter gain and the results are accumulated for each filter. These results hold a weighted sum
representing the spectral magnitude squared in that filter bank. Then, using Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), the cepstral coefficients are computed from the log filter bank magnitudes
(mj) [25, 28].
ci =
√
2
N
N∑
j=1
mj cos
(
pii
N
(j − 0.5)
)
(3.3)
The MFCC calculation takes into account the auditory characteristics of the human
ear, which resolves frequencies non-linearly across the audio spectrum; it has been suggested
that the development of a similar non-linear method would improve recognition performance.
The time derivatives of the MFCC are usually appended to the feature vector in order to
capture the dynamics of speech. To make the cepstral features more robust, Cepstral Mean
Normalization (CMN) is used [28, 1]. Since time-domain convolutional distortions such
as reverberations and differences in sound quality due to different types of microphones
become additive offsets in the cepstral domain, subtracting the noise component from the
distorted speech helps to provide clean speech features. CMN approximates all time-invariant
frequency distortions and the convolutional noise component by means of the cepstral mean
vector, where c is given by [1, 29]
c =
1
T
T−1∑
t=0
ct (3.4)
CMN subtracts c from ct to obtain the normalized cepstrum vector ĉ:
ĉ = ct − c (3.5)
Removing this mean from the ceptsral coefficients will make the identification system
more reliable [1, 29]. Next, The recognition algorithm, as in Figure 3.1 is discussed.
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3.2 RECOGNITION ALGORITHM (DECODER)
As shown in Figure 3.1, after the speech has been processed and converted into sequences
of acoustic vectors Y = y1,y2, · · · ,yT, the decoder determines the most probable word
sequence Ŵ given by the observed acoustic signal Y. Using Bayes’s rule, P (W |Y) can
be divided into two components:
Ŵ = argmax
W
P (W |Y) = argmax
W
P (W )P (Y|W )
P (Y)
(3.6)
This means that to find the most likely word sequence Ŵ , the word sequence which
maximizes the product P (W )P (Y|W ) must be found. The second term, P (Y|W )
represents the distribution of acoustic features for a given word. Calculation of P (Y|W )
requires the design of suitable sub-word models. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used
in this step [30].
The first term P (W ) represents the language. The purpose of the language model
is to provide a process of estimating the probability of a given word Wk in an utterance
considering the preceding words W = W1,W2, · · · ,Wk−1. A simple way to find these prob-
abilities is to use an “N-gram” which assumes that Wk depends only upon the preceding
N − 1 words, otherwise, the calculation of such probability will be prohibitive [30] as in
Equation 3.7. The most commonly used N-grams are bigrams and trigrams where N = 2
and 3, respectively [30].
P (wk|W k−1l ) = P (wk|W k−1k−N+1) (3.7)
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3.3 GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS (GMM)
A Gaussian mixture density P (x|λ) is defined as the weighted sum of m unimodal
Gaussian densities and can be represented by the following equation [27, 31]
P (x|λ) =
m∑
i=1
wi pi(x) (3.8)
The density pi(x) is parameterized by a mean vector µi of dimension D×1 and co-
variance matrix Σi of dimension D×D where D is the dimension of vector x.
pi(x) =
1
(2pi)D/2 |Σi|1/2 exp
{
−1
2
(x− µi)′ (Σi)−1 (x− µi)
}
(3.9)
The mixture weights wi satisfy the constraint
∑m
i=1 wi = 1.
The parameters, mean vectors, covariance matrices, and mixture weights are represented by
the following equation [27, 31]
λ = [wi,µi,Σi] (3.10)
where i = 1, · · · ,m
There are a number of techniques for estimating the parameters of the GMM, the most
popular one being Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. The goal of ML is to find the
model λ parameters that maximize the likelihood of the GMM. For training data, X =
(xi, · · · ,xT ) the GMM likelihood is as follows
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P (X|λ) =
T∏
t=1
P (xt|λ) (3.11)
However, this equation is a nonlinear function of the parameters λ and direct maximiza-
tion is not feasible [27, 31]. Yet, a local maximum can be reached by using the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm [32]. The EM algorithm starts with initial model λ, then
obtains a new model λ so that
P (X|λ) ≥ P (X|λ) (3.12)
Then in the next iteration, the new model λ is used to produce a new one, repeating
until convergence is reached. To make sure that the likelihood of the estimated model is
increased monotonically, re-estimation equations are used in each EM iteration [27, 31].
These equations are:
Mixture Weights
wi =
1
T
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ) (3.13)
Means
µi =
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ)xt
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ)
(3.14)
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Covariance
Σi =
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ) (xt − µi) (xt − µi)′
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ)
(3.15)
where the posteriori probability of the ith mixture is given by
p(i|xt, λ) = wipi(xt)m∑
k=1
wkpk(xt)
(3.16)
When the covariance matrix Σi is assumed to be diagonal, the re-estimation equation
for Σi can be simplified to [27, 31]
ρ2i,j =
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ) x2j
T∑
t=1
p(i|xt, λ)
− µ2i,j (3.17)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ D
where xj and µi,j are the j
th element of the vector xt, and µi; ρi,j is the j
th diagonal
element of the diagonal matrix Σi.
3.4 HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have become the most popular tool for building speech
recognition systems. In this section, we present the basic concepts of HMMs. The HMM
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is defined as a “doubly stochastic process with an underlying stochastic process that is not
observed (i.e. hidden), but can be observed through another set of stochastic processes that
produce the sequence of the observed symbols” [33].
A Hidden Markov Model is basically a markov chain where the output observation is a
random variable X generated according to an output probabilistic function associated with
each state. There is no correspondence between the observation sequence and state sequence,
meaning that one cannot determine state sequence from the observation sequence; therefore,
the state sequence is not observable, or “hidden,” as its name suggests. An HMM can be
characterized by the following elements [22]:
1. The number of states in the model: N . The individual states are denoted by S =
{S1, S2, · · · , SN}, and the state at time t is qt.
2. The number of observation symbols per state, M . The set of symbol observations are
denoted by V = {v1, v2, . . . , vM}. Observations can be also continuous.
3. A set of state transition probabilities A = aij
aij = P [qt+1 = Sj| qt = Si] (3.18)
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N .
4. A probability distribution in each of the states B = bj(k) in which
bj(k) = P [vk at t| qt = Sj] (3.19)
where 1 ≤ k ≤M 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
5. The initial state distribution pi = pii in which
pii = P [q1 = Si] (3.20)
where 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
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Therefore, we can use the compact notation to represent the HMM
λ = (A,B, pi) (3.21)
We have discussed a discrete HMM where the set of observations is discrete. However,
when the set of observations is continuous, then we will have to use a continuous probability
density function instead of a set of discrete probabilities. Typically, the probability density
is approximated by a weighted sum of M Gaussian distributions [34].
bj(o) =
M∑
k=1
wjk N(o,µjk,Σjk) (3.22)
where 1 ≤ j ≤ N and
N() = Gaussian distribution function
wjk = Weighting coefficients
µjk = Mean vector
Σjk = Covariance matrix
wjk should satisfy the stochastic constraints
M∑
k=1
wjk = 1
where wjk ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤M .
Hence, the complete parameter notation set of an HMM with continuous probability
distribution is
λ = (A,wjk, µjk, Σjk, pi) (3.23)
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There are three basic algorithms associated with Hidden Markov Models:
1. The forward algorithm
2. The Viterbi algorithm
3. The forward-backward algorithm
The forward algorithm is used to compute the evaluation problem, i.e., computing
P (O/λ), the probability of model λ emitting observation sequence O = o1, · · · , oT . Com-
puting P (O/λ) directly can be computationally infeasible (on the order of 2TNT calcula-
tions), so using the forward algorithm is more efficient with calculations on the order of
N2T .
The Viterbi algorithm is used to solve the decoding problem i.e. finding the state sequence
that maximizes the likelihood of the observations. The Viterbi algorithm is used to find the
best path though the states q = (q1, · · · , qT ) of an HMM model for a given observation
sequence.
Lastly, the forward-backward algorithm is used for training purposes to optimize the
model parameters λ = (A,B, pi). This algorithm is also known as Baum-Welch Algorithm,
and it combines both the forward and backward algorithms. We will not go into more detail
about these algorithms; additionally, there are many references to them such as [22, 34, 33,
35, 36, 37].
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4.0 ARABIC DIALECT IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM
In this chapter, we present novel identification system for Arabic dialects. We first present
the speech database used throughout the work. We then present a simple system utilizing
GMMs and discuss its shortcomings. Later, we present a novel system based on HMMs and
demonstrate the improvements achieved in dialect identification.
Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of an Arabic dialect identification system for two
dialects where the task of identification system is to classify the input speech as either
Egyptian or Gulf dialect.
4.1 ARABIC DIALECT DATABASE
There is a lack of Arabic language databases in general, not only for Modern Standard Ara-
bic (MSA), but also for other dialects of Arabic. Most databases in existence for either MSA
speech recognition or Arabic Dialect identification were created solely for private research.
At present, the major standard dialect database available through the Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC)[38] includes data from the Egyptian, Levantine, Gulf, and Iraqi dialects.
However, at the time we began the work only the CALLHOME Egyptian Arabic Speech
from the LDC database was available. Therefore, we created an additional database for our
work by recording TV soap operas containing both the Egyptian and Gulf dialects. Unfortu-
nately, these recordings often contain background noises such echoes, coughs, laughter, and
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Figure 4.1: The Dialect Identification system.
background music . The overall condition of these recorded databases is poor compared to
that of a standard speech database. Furthermore, this additional database contains samples
from only male speakers. The speech corpus for this work consists of:
• The Egyptian Dialect: The Egyptian dialect used in this project is a combination of
twenty male speakers from the CALLHOME database, and twenty male speakers from
the TV recordings database. The speech of ten speakers from each database is used for
training, and the speech from the other ten is used for testing. The speech for training
from each speaker is one minute long.
• The Gulf Dialect: The speech used for this dialect is solely from the TV recordings
database. The speech from ten male speakers is used for training, while a different set
of ten speakers is used for testing.
We establish three training databases: one unbalanced and two balanced. The unbal-
anced training database consists of twenty Egyptian speakers (ten from the CALLHOME
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database and ten from recording database) and ten speakers from the Gulf dialect database.
The balanced training databases, set 1 and set 2, have the same number of speakers for each
dialect. For all dialects the length of speech is one minute per speaker.
For the test corpus one unbalanced database is used, consisting of twenty Egyptian
speakers and ten Gulf speakers. The speakers in the test database are different from the
training database, and the length of speech per speaker is 30 seconds.
It should be mentioned that no detailed or word-level labeling was done for this database;
speech is labeled according to the corresponding dialect data. For instance, an Egyptian
speech file is labeled with the letter “E” while a Gulf speech file is labeled with “G”.
4.2 PRELIMINARILY RESULTS USING GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODELS
At the start of the research, we conducted dialect identification experiments using Gaussian
Mixture Models, GMM. The Gaussian Mixture Model, GMM, as explained in the previous
chapter, Section 3.3, is defined by
P (x|λ) =
m∑
i=1
wi pi(x) (4.1)
pi(x) =
1
(2pi)D/2 |Σi|1/2 exp
{
−1
2
(x− µi)′ (Σi)−1 (x− µi)
}
(4.2)
To start, we build three GMMs based on the three dialect databases: The CALLHOME
database of Egyptian speech, TV recordings of Egyptian speech, and TV recordings of Gulf
speech. The size of the sound segments in each database is one minute of speech per speaker
with a total of ten different speakers in each dialect database. Gaussian models are randomly
initialized and the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to update parameters
of the GMM. The equation 4.1 is used with testing data to determine the likelihood of each
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Table 4.1: Testing with part of training database for GMM (mixture size 128).
Training with
Testing with Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 100% 0% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 40% 60%
dialect. To do this, two test databases are used; the first consists of 30 seconds from each
speaker in the training data. The second test database consists of 30 seconds of speech per
speaker in the testing data, totaling ten speakers for each dialect sets, and differs from the
training database.
The following tables illustrate the results of Gaussian mixture models with a mixture
size of 128. The results in the tables represent the percentage of correctly identified dialects.
Table 4.1 shows the results of 30 second testing segments from each speaker in the training
data, while Table 4.2 shows results from the testing database.
It is easy to see that the results are degraded when the testing database is used, specifi-
cally in the case of Egyptian dialects. However, results for Gulf dialects remain identical in
both instances.
If the mixture size is increased to 256, the following results can be obtained; Table 4.3
shows testing results using the whole training database instead of part it.
Table 4.4 provides the results of testing performed with the training database with a
speaking time of 30 seconds per sample. As expected, dialect identification results in Table
4.4 are degraded when compared to Table 4.3, since less data is tested from the training
database.
Finally, Table 4.5 displays the results for testing performed utilizing the testing database.
In the final table, Table 4.5, results show degradation and the rate of identification of the
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Table 4.2: Testing with testing database for GMM (mixture size 128).
Training with
Testing with Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 60% 20% 20%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 70% 30%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 40% 60%
Table 4.3: Testing with training data for GMM (mixture size 256).
Training with
Testing with Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 100% 0% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 20% 80%
Table 4.4: Testing with part of training data for GMM (mixture size 256).
Training with
Testing with Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 100% 0% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 30% 70%
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Table 4.5: Testing with testing database for GMM (mixture size 256).
Training with
Testing with Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 40% 60% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf dialect drops to zero percent. In contrast, correct identification of the Egyptian di-
alect is high, since TV recordings from the Egyptian database dominate the identification
results. Therefore, to improve the results a threshold is found and subtracted from the log
probabilities of both the Egyptian and Gulf data sets. The threshold is set based on the
score identification results. The ideal threshold is found at 3100, which is subtracted from
PEMRC ; 1500 is subtracted from PGMRC , where (EMRC) indicates use of the Egyptian Male
Recording database and (GMRC) indicates use of the Gulf Male Recording database. The
following tables illustrate the results after threshold reduction is performed; Table 4.6 shows
testing with training data, while Table 4.7 shows test data results.
The last tables’ results indicate that in the case of the Egyptian recording set there is
little improvement. On the other hand, improvement is noticed in the CALLHOME and
Gulf dialect sets. There are many reasons why the GMM did not work with our system, one
of them being that no consideration was made for the silence segments during the modeling,
possibly triggering degraded results. Also, the model for each dialect models sounds that
are common to all the dialects. This produces modeling inefficiencies. The aforementioned
results motivate us to further develop our proposed identification model built with silence in
mind upon the Hidden Markov Model, which is discussed in the next section. Finally, Table
4.8 illustrates the results in a format that will be easy to compare to later on.
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Table 4.6: Testing with training data for GMM after applying threshold (mixture size 256).
Training with
Testing (with Threshold) Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 100% 0% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 100% 0%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 0% 100%
Table 4.7: Testing with testing data for GMM after applying threshold (mixture size 256).
Training with
Testing (with Threshold) Egyptian Egyptian Gulf
(CALLHOME) (Recording) (Recording)
Egyptian (CALLHOME) 100% 0% 0%
Egyptian (Recording) 0% 60% 40%
Gulf (Recording) 0% 40% 60%
Table 4.8: GMM results (percent correct).
Testing with
Number of Mixtures Training Data Testing Data
Mix 128 86.67 63.33
Mix 256 90 46.67
Mix 256 (with Thresholds) 100 73.33
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4.3 THE HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL FOR DIALECT IDENTIFICATION
In [20], single state HMM is found to have results comparable to multistate HMMs. Yet,
ergodic HMMs are shown [19] to have results comparable to Parallel Phone Recognition
(PPR), which is considered to be the most popular language identification system. In the
preceding chapters, we found that the Arabic dialects have similarities and differences be-
tween them; hence, there are common sounds between each dialect as well as unique sounds.
For example, in the Egyptian dialect Jiim is pronounced as /g/ and the Thaa can be pro-
nounced either Taa or Saa. We used this distinctive feature of Arabic dialects to build our
system. The proposed identification system is an ergodic HMM model consisting of four
states where two entry and exit states are considered to be non-emitting. Non-emitting
states do not have any output probability, but they are important in joining models together
for continuos speech recognition [28]. Since the identification system is based upon Ergodic
HMM, there is a transition, or full connection between state 2 and 3. An ergodic model is
one that, “has the property that every state can be reached from another state in a finite
but aperiodic number of steps” [22].
Figure 4.2 illustrates the difference in general between the left-to-right HMM usually
used in speech recognition and ergodic HMM. Figure 4.3 illustrates the proposed model for
each dialect where one state (state 2) corresponds to the unique sounds of each dialect, while
the other state (state 3) corresponds to common sounds across dialects.
Since there are common sounds in all Arabic dialects, we ensure that the common states
share the same Gaussian mixture distribution by tying them across all dialect models. Fig-
ure 4.4 illustrates the tying process. When two states or parameters are tied, the same data
is used to update their distribution (in this case the speech corresponding to the common
sounds in all the dialects). The common state in each dialect model is tied across all models;
therefore, the models will share the same Gaussian mixture since they all model the same
sounds. A similar model was used previously by some researchers [39] for topic detection
and tracking.
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Figure 4.3: The Dialect Model.
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In the re-estimation process, all data used in the estimation is combined together for a
more robust estimation [28]. Moreover, in the recognition process, the computation required
to decode HMM with tied parameters will often be reduced[28]. Many parameters can be tied
in HMM such as the following: state distribution, mean vector, variance vector, transition
matrix, and so on. In our model, state distribution is set to be tied across a selected state
in each HMM.
The speech features used in this project are the Mel Frequencies Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), coupled with cepstral mean normalization. The front-end was implemented by the
Hidden Markov Model Tool Kit (HTK). HTK is a set of tools (programs) used to train the
HMMs (estimate the parameters of a set of HMMs) using previously labeled speech. Then,
unknown speech (Test data) is transcribed using some other HTK tools [40, 28].
In order to perform dialect identification on HTK, a language model is required. It was
described in section 3.2 how recognition works with the language model. It is necessary to
develop a language model capable of meeting our needs; specifically, one able to distinguish
between silence and Egyptian or Gulf speech. Consequently, the language model is in the
form of:
( SILENCE ( E | G ) SILENCE )
where E stands for Egyptian dialect and G stands for Gulf dialect.
By using this form, the language model will have only one output dialect; it begins
with silence and then either becomes “E” or “G”, ending in silence and avoiding a loop
between dialects. This is suitable for our purposes since in the decoding process we want
the recognizer to identify only one dialect for each utterance. Figure 4.5 shows the language
model described above.
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4.4 PRELIMINARY RESULTS USING HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
In this section, we build, train, and test the dialect model using the unbalanced training
database and two balanced training databases. In the beginning, we use the two states
model having the same mixture size. Then, we modify the dialect model either by increasing
the number of states of the unique or common state or by increasing the number of mixtures
in these states to reach the best model based on the identification results.
4.4.1 Training with the unbalanced database
First, we use the unbalanced training database that consists of 30 male speakers (twenty
Egyptian and ten Gulf) to conduct our initial set of HMM-based dialect identification ex-
periments. We train the dialect models so that all are configured with the same four states.
The mixture size is increased from 1 to 128 by doubling the Gaussian mixture at each step.
With each increment the model parameters are re-estimated a minimum of two times. The
testing, or recognition process is divided into two sets of data. The first set consists of a
database used for the training process, while the second database is for testing purposes,
and different than the training data. In analyzing the results of the following tables we focus
on the test database, however results from the training database are also considered. Table
4.9 shows the testing results with the training and testing data. In this table, the number
of states are equal for the common and unique states; the total number of states in each
model is four where two states are non-emitting states. As the table shows, the highest rate
of identification is 76.67% using test data, with a mixture size of 64. In all following tables
we examine test data, since it is the basis of evaluation for our system.
Since each state, common or unique, represents group of sounds that have different
characteristics, therefore in order to model these sounds we attempt to increase the number
of states in either the unique or common state to simulate the effect of different sounds
with multiple states. Table 4.10 lists the results of different combinations. Two states in
each model are considered unique, while the common state has only one state. Figure 4.6
illustrates the dialect model with the new states combination. The total number of states in
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Table 4.9: All models have the same number of states and mixtures.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.50 66.67
Mix 2/2 62.41 60.00
Mix 4/4 68.09 50.00
Mix 8/8 75.18 56.67
Mix 16/16 80.14 60.00
Mix 32/32 82.62 53.33
Mix 64/64 87.59 76.67
Mix 128/128 84.40 60.00
each model is five, with two non-emitting states. The common state is tied across all models.
The number of mixtures in the common state is twice that of the number of mixtures in
each unique state. This keeps the number of parameters equal for the unique sounds and
the common sounds. In Table 4.10, the results improve, with an optimum result of 80%
in mixture 32 and mixture 64, due either to the increased number of unique states or to
the increased mixture size in the common state. In addition the results for testing with the
training database is improved yield to 98.94% for mixture size 128.
In Table 4.10 the unique state consists of two states, while in the following table, Table
4.11, the common states are modeled with two states; the unique state is modeled with one
state. To show the new dialect model, Figure 4.7 illustrates the two tied common states
and one unique state. The total number of states of each model is five, of which two are
non-emitting. The two common states are tied across all models. Increasing the number
of common states is more logical, since there are more common sounds than unique ones
amongst all dialects. The mixture is set at 256 for the common state, while the mixture for
the unique state is set to 128.
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Figure 4.6: The Dialect Model of Two Unique States and One Common State.
Table 4.10: Unique state two states; common state one state.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 53.90 46.67
Mix 2/4 55.32 53.33
Mix 4/8 64.54 56.67
Mix 8/16 69.50 56.67
Mix 16/32 57.45 70.00
Mix 32/64 95.74 80.00
Mix 64/128 97.87 80.00
Mix 128/256 98.94 76.67
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Figure 4.7: The Dialect Model of One Unique State and Two Common States.
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Table 4.11: Unique state one state; common state two states.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.45 43.33
Mix 2/4 60.99 46.67
Mix 4/8 62.77 50.00
Mix 8/16 73.76 63.33
Mix 16/32 76.24 60.00
Mix 32/64 75.89 86.67
Mix 64/128 80.14 83.33
Mix 128/256 86.52 83.33
In Table 4.11 the results for testing data show improvement in comparison with the
results in Table 4.10. The best identification result in Table 4.11 is 86.67% for a mixture
size of 32 when testing with the test data. Results in the case of training data are degraded,
and resembling the results for the test data. This behavior indicates that the models are
generalizing and not just memorizing the training data.
However, if the mixture size for all states is fixed the results will change. Table 4.12
shows the results for models that consist of one unique state and two common states and
an identical mixture size for all states. The highest rate of identification is 73.33% with a
mixture size of 16. The layout of the model is similar to Figure 4.7.
The degradation in the results in Table 4.12 may cause one to think that increasing the
mixture size is a more superior method when compared to increasing the number of states.
To examine this belief further, we increase the common states to four. Figure 4.8 shows
the dialect model having one unique state and four common states. The results of this
modification can be examined in Table 4.13, where the mixture size is identical in all states.
The highest rate of identification is 76.67% with a mixture size of 32, 64, and 256.
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Table 4.12: Unique state one states; common state two states; same mixture size.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 63.83 73.33
Mix 2/2 62.41 60.00
Mix 4/4 65.50 56.67
Mix 8/8 72.34 56.67
Mix 16/16 78.72 73.33
Mix 32/32 77.66 70.00
Mix 64/64 86.52 70.00
Mix 128/128 86.88 70.00
Mix 256/256 87.23 70.00
In the next table, Table 4.14, there are eight common states and one unique state. The
layout of the dialect model is similar to Figure 4.8 except that the number common states
is eight. The common states are tied across all models; the mixture size is identical in all
states.
In the last three tables, it is noteworthy that performance degrades as the number of
common states increases. This caused us to look for increases in the mixture and then
increases in the number of states, which is shown in Table 4.11 where the common states
are two and also the mixture size is double. Table 4.15 shows the performance where the
common state is represented by one state and so is the unique state; the number of mixtures
in the common state is double that of the unique state.
The best identification result is 80% for mixture size 32/64 and 128/256. The results
utilizing the training data exhibit significant improvement when compared to the results in
other tables. Also, the results utilizing the test data exhibit improvement when compared
to the results in Tables 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.
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Table 4.13: Unique state one state; common state four states; same mixture size.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 65.96 66.67
Mix 2/2 64.54 63.33
Mix 4/4 70.21 73.33
Mix 8/8 71.28 70.00
Mix 16/16 74.47 73.33
Mix 32/32 75.18 76.67
Mix 64/64 78.01 76.67
Mix 128/128 80.50 70.00
Mix 256/256 85.11 76.67
Table 4.14: Unique state one state; common state eight states; same mixture size.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.15 63.33
Mix 2/2 64.18 63.33
Mix 4/4 69.15 73.33
Mix 8/8 71.63 66.67
Mix 16/16 69.86 53.33
Mix 32/32 73.40 66.67
Mix 64/64 74.47 66.67
Mix 128/128 74.82 63.33
Mix 256/256 81.91 60.00
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Table 4.15: Double Mixture Common State; common and unique states are one state each.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.50 63.33
Mix 2/4 69.86 56.67
Mix 4/8 72.70 63.33
Mix 8/16 82.27 70.00
Mix 16/32 89.72 76.67
Mix 32/64 97.52 80.00
Mix 64/128 96.81 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.23 80.00
Mix 256/512 98.58 76.67
In the following table, Table 4.16, results are shown for a case where the common state
has a mixture size four times greater than the unique state and the number of states is the
same in all models. The best identification result was 83.33% for the mixture sizes 16/64
and 32/128.
The next table, Table 4.17 shows the results in a case where the common state is in-
creased in mixture size by eight times the mixture size of the unique state. The computation
increases dramatically as the mixture size is increased, prompting us to stop at mixture size
of 64 for the unique state, which corresponds to mixture size 512 for the common state.
Also, the number of states is the same in all models.
The best identification result is 76.67% for mixtures 16/128, 32/256, and 64/512. The op-
timum results while utilizing test data occur when mixture of the common state is four-times
greater than the mixture of the unique state, producing an identification score of 83.33%.
However, an identification score of 80.00% in Table 4.15 is obtained for double mixture in
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Table 4.16: Common state has four times the mixture; common and unique states are one
state each.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.50 63.33
Mix 2/8 74.47 60.00
Mix 4/16 74.47 53.33
Mix 8/32 84.75 63.33
Mix 16/64 91.49 83.33
Mix 32/128 95.74 83.33
Mix 64/256 96.81 80.00
Mix 128/512 98.23 76.67
Mix 256/1024 98.58 76.67
Table 4.17: Common state has eight times the mixture, common and unique states are one
state each.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.50 63.33
Mix 2/16 70.00 63.33
Mix 4/32 76.60 66.67
Mix 8/64 85.82 70.00
Mix 16/128 93.26 76.67
Mix 32/256 96.10 76.67
Mix 64/512 97.16 76.67
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the common state, with a smaller computation time when compared to a common state
mixture size four-times greater. Also, earlier we obtained an even better identification result
of 86.67% in Table 4.11, however when compared to results in Table 4.15 while testing with
training data, the results of Table 4.11 are degraded. As mentioned earlier, this degradation
is likely due to a change in the number of states. Therefore, the remaining analysis will
utilize the Double Mixture Common State model to achieve more balanced identification
results for both the training and testing database.
4.4.2 Training with the balanced training database
In all the previous results, the training database consists of unbalanced data, meaning that
the amount of Egyptian speech samples is double that of Gulf samples. The differences
between a balanced and unbalanced training database were discussed previously in section
4.1. Since our database contains twenty Egyptian speakers we split it into two balanced
sets. The models, Double Mixture Common State, are run under these newly balanced
training databases; the results are shown in Table 4.18 using the training balanced database
set number 1. Table 4.19 illustrates the results under the same conditions as above except
utilizing the second set of the balanced training database.
Results show significantly improved identification with the utilization of balanced train-
ing databases; under these circumstances we obtain an identification success rate of 90.00%
in Table 4.19 or 86.67% in Table 4.18. As we investigated in subsection 4.4.1, we train the
models using a different number of states in the common state. Table 4.20 and Table 4.21
show the results of a common state consisting of two states and a unique state consisting of
one state, while the mixture size is the same across all states.
Results for the Double Mixture Common State model in Tables 4.18 and 4.19 are signif-
icantly better than the results in the last Tables, 4.20 and 4.21, when two common states
model is used and the mixture size is the same across all states. The highest identification
success rate in the last two Tables, 4.20 and 4.21, is 80.00%, compared to 90.00% or 86.67%
in the case of a Double Mixture Common State model. To complete this comparison, Tables
4.22 and 4.23 show the results of a case where there are four common states and only one
unique state and also the mixture size is the same in all states.
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Table 4.18: Double Mixture Common State (balanced data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.15 33.33
Mix 2/4 69.78 60.00
Mix 4/8 73.63 63.33
Mix 8/16 81.32 66.67
Mix 16/32 89.01 76.67
Mix 32/64 97.25 76.67
Mix 64/128 98.35 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.90 86.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 83.33
Table 4.19: Double Mixture Common State (balanced data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 53.80 66.67
Mix 2/4 59.24 63.33
Mix 4/8 73.94 63.33
Mix 8/16 83.70 66.67
Mix 16/32 93.48 76.67
Mix 32/64 94.02 76.67
Mix 64/128 96.74 86.67
Mix 128/256 98.37 83.33
Mix 256/512 98.91 90.00
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Table 4.20: Two common states; One unique state (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 57.14 50.00
Mix 2/2 65.38 60.00
Mix 4/4 65.93 66.67
Mix 8/8 69.78 60.00
Mix 16/16 65.93 60.00
Mix 32/32 75.82 70.00
Mix 64/64 89.01 73.33
Mix 128/128 91.76 80.00
Mix 256/256 91.76 80.00
Table 4.21: Two common states; One unique state (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 52.17 50.00
Mix 2/2 51.63 60.00
Mix 4/4 54.89 53.33
Mix 8/8 56.52 50.00
Mix 16/16 66.30 56.67
Mix 32/32 72.28 66.67
Mix 64/64 78.80 73.33
Mix 128/128 81.52 80.00
Mix 256/256 83.70 66.67
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Table 4.22: Four common states; One unique state (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 68.68 43.33
Mix 2/2 69.23 60.00
Mix 4/4 71.43 60.00
Mix 8/8 70.33 60.00
Mix 16/16 71.43 53.33
Mix 32/32 77.47 56.67
Mix 64/64 79.12 60.00
Mix 128/128 86.81 50.00
Mix 256/256 92.86 50.00
Table 4.23: Four common states; One unique state (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 49.46 56.67
Mix 2/2 51.09 56.67
Mix 4/4 50.54 50.00
Mix 8/8 55.43 43.33
Mix 16/16 70.11 66.67
Mix 32/32 75.00 60.00
Mix 64/64 84.24 50.00
Mix 128/128 79.35 63.33
Mix 256/256 84.78 66.67
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From the last two Tables, 4.22 and 4.23, the best result is 66.67%. The results illustrated
in these tables are definitely inferior when compared to results in the case of a Double Mixture
Common State. Therefore, modeling with a Double Mixture Common State will become the
basis for future experiments and improvements.
4.5 SUMMARY OF INITIAL RESULTS
In the previous sections, we showed results for two algorithms: GMM and HMM. In analyzing
the results, we consider the recognition results, meaning results obtained by applying the
test database. In the GMM system, the training and testing database were split into three
sub databases which are: Egyptian CALLHOME, Egyptian Recording, and Gulf Recording.
We have applied two mixture sizes: 128 and 256. For Mixture size 128, a 60% identification
rate was obtained for the CALLHOME dialect set, 70% for the Egyptian Recording data
set, and 60% for the Gulf recording data set. However, when we increase the mixture size
to 256, the results degraded and the identification results were in favor of the Egyptian
recording data set. For instance, the identification result of the 256 mixture was 40% for the
CALLHOME data set, while in the case of the Gulf, the identification result was 0%. One
of the reasons for the degradation of results may be due to a lack of modeling silence in the
system and the presence of background noise in the Egyptian and Gulf recordings. However,
if we apply a threshold to both the Egyptian and Gulf recordings fairer results are obtained,
with identifications for both Egyptian and Gulf dialects at 60%.
Ergodic HMMs are shown to have results comparable to Parallel Phone Recognition
(PPR) [19]. Therefore we present a new system with ergodic HMMs based on the features
of Arabic dialects in which two states exist per model, one corresponding to the common
speech in Arabic dialects and the other to the unique speech in each dialect. Two sets
of experiments performed, one using unbalanced training database and the other balanced
one. In the first set no preference was made for any state; all models had the same number
of states and mixtures, producing an optimum result of 76.67% with a mixture size of 64.
Since Arabic dialects share common sounds between them, we modeled the system with a
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greater number of common states, believing that there are more common sounds than unique
ones. From the results, we found that increasing the mixture number is a more appropriate
approach, producing a correct identification rate of 80% when the mixture of the common
state was doubled. Even better results were obtainable, 86.67%, when the number of states
were increased with the mixture size in the common state. However, the results of tests
when the mixture was merely doubled were positive for both training and test data.
In the second set of experiments, we used a balanced training database. In the beginning
mixture was doubled in the common state; the highest identification result was 90% and
86.67% for both sets of training data. If the common states were increased by a factor of
two or four the results began to degrade when compared with increased mixture size in the
common states. Our optimum correct identification rate of Arabic dialects was 90%.
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5.0 IMPROVEMENTS TO THE ARABIC DIALECT IDENTIFICATION
SYSTEM
In this chapter, we explore different alternatives to improve the system presented in the
last section, Section 4.3, such as by introducing different methods of initializing the state
parameters, proving that tying states model outperforms untied state models. Also, we
introduce the Jackknife method to our model which provides us with more efficient use of
data to train and test since we have a limited database for training and testing. Then,
we utilize the Shifted Delta Cepstra features to train and test the proposed system and
compare the identification results with the previous results that were obtained using the
MFCC features. Finally, different combinations of speech features are used in training and
testing the Arabic dialect identification system to find the best identification rate.
The outline of this chapter is as follows:
• Initialization.
• Tied dialect models vs. untied dialect models.
• Jackknifing.
• Shifted Delta Cepstra.
• Additional speech features and comparisons.
5.1 INITIALIZATION
The initialization utilized in the HMM models in section 4.4 was performed with constant
vector means and variances in the states, which is considered to be a suboptimal approach
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Figure 5.1: The initialization process.
[41, 42]. An alternative approach to initialization involves the use of random vector means
and variances, though it is also suboptimal, since the space generated by random variables
is larger than the state space [41, 42]. Because of the inadequacies in these prior methods,
we apply a new approach [41, 42] of state splitting, where one selected state is split into two
states, as described below:
1. A HMM model of one unique state is built for each dialect and trained.
2. Then a new HMM model of two states (unique and common) is built for each dialect,
based on the previous model. The unique state in the new model is the same unique
state in one unique state model, while the common state in the new model is the union
of the two different unique states of the previous model.
Figure 5.1 shows the initialization process described above. This approach is more ap-
propriate for our work since the resulting common states would include more sounds from
the dialects by combining the one-state dialect models. Table 5.1 shows the results using
this initialization method where the model is Double Mixture Common State, utilizing the
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Table 5.1: Double Mixture Common State model initialized by Gaussian mixture compo-
nents.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
64/128 96.15 93.33
128/256 98.90 90.00
256/512 98.90 90.00
balanced training database. The best identification result on the testing data is 93.33%,
which is an improvement when compared to the results in Table 4.19. Next we test the
advantage of tying.
5.2 TIED DIALECT MODELS VS. UNTIED DIALECT MODELS
In the second part of this work, we compare different models in which the common states
are tied and models in which there is no tying between the common states. Table 5.2 lists
the results using the models without tying. The model consists of two states; the number of
mixtures is the same across all models. The training data used is the un-balanced training
database.
The best identification result for the un-tied model is 90% for the mixture size of 32.
However, when we tie the common state across models, the results improve as shown in
Table 5.3, where the model is still the two states model with a single common state, and
a single unique state; the number of mixtures is the same across all models. The training
data used belongs to the unbalanced training database. The best identification results on
the testing data for this tied model is 93.33% for a mixture size of 32.
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Table 5.2: Two state model without tying.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Training Data Testing Data
1 69.50 63.33
2 69.50 70.00
4 73.40 66.67
8 69.50 76.67
16 86.17 83.33
32 97.52 90.00
64 98.94 83.33
128 98.94 80.00
256 99.29 76.67
Table 5.3: Two state model with tied common states.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Training Data Testing Data
1 59.57 56.67
2 75.18 76.67
4 74.11 73.33
8 79.79 80.00
16 89.01 83.33
32 95.74 93.33
64 97.52 86.67
128 98.94 83.33
256 99.29 80.00
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Figure 5.2 illustrates the performance of the dialect identification system using tied model
along with the performance of the identification system using untied model. Clearly, the
performance of the dialect identification system with tied model is better than the untied
one from mixture size 2 and above. This improvement is expected because, by tying the
common states in the tied model, these states have the same state distribution where in the
case of the untied model the common state in each dialect model has its own distribution.
In the following section, a statistical method for estimating and compensating for bias
[43], Jackknifing, is used.
5.3 JACKKNIFING
Jackknifing is a statistical method for obtaining an unbiased estimator [44]. Jackknifed
statistics are created by systematically dropping out subsets of data one at a time and
assessing the resulting variation in the studied parameters.
Assume X1, · · · , Xn to be a random samples and let Θ̂ be an estimator of the parameter
θ based on the sample of size n [44]. Let Xj be removed from the samples, then the partial
estimate Θ̂−j is found by
Θ̂−j =
(
n Θ̂−Θ∗j
)
(n− 1) (5.1)
which yields
Θ∗j = n Θ̂− (n− 1) Θ̂−j (5.2)
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n
Θ∗j in equation 5.2 is called Pseudo-values. The average of the pseudo-values is the Jackknife
of the estimate Θ
Θ̂∗ =
∑ Θ̂∗j
n
(5.3)
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Since a limited amount of training and testing data is available, the Jackknifing method
provides us with more data to train and test. In this method, we combine all the databases
in one database, 90% of the data is used as training data, while the remaining 10% is utilized
for testing in the first iteration. In the second iteration, a different 10% of the entire data
is considered as testing data; this process continues until all 10% subsets of data have been
used once in the testing set.
The Double Mixture Common State model is used in this jackknife process for training
and testing. From all available data, 60 speakers, speech from six speakers is used as testing
and the remaining speech from 54 speakers is used as training. In this section, we report only
the best identification result, the worst result, and the average result. Table 5.4 illustrates
the results for the worst identification result and this corresponds to the fifth set as reported
in Appendix B . Table 5.5 illustrates the results for the best identification result and this
corresponds to the eighth set as shown in Appendix B. Moreover, Table 5.6, illustrates the
average result across each mixture from the results of the ten sets. From the table, the best
identification average result is 73.63%.
5.4 SHIFTED DELTA CEPSTRA
One of the shortcomings of the HMMs is the lack of the explicit modeling of the temporal
structure of the speech features. For example, duration is poorly modeled using HMMs. The
Mel-Frequency cepstral coefficients, MFCC, the most widely used features for language iden-
tification and also speech recognition, are considered to be static features [1]. To overcome
this limitation, derivatives of cepstral features which capture the temporal behavior of the
speech features since they measure the change in cepstral coefficients over time are added to
the feature set [1, 23].
By taking the difference of the end points of the cepstral frame, delta cepstra are created
as estimates of the derivatives of cepstral coefficients. Delta cepstra are considered to be
dynamic features [1]. To integrate additional temporal information spanning large number
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Table 5.4: The worst identification results – Jackknife results.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 18.99 100.00
Mix 2/4 52.99 77.27
Mix 4/8 58.96 68.18
Mix 8/16 91.79 20.45
Mix 16/32 94.40 18.18
Mix 32/64 97.01 13.64
Mix 64/128 98.51 11.36
Mix 128/256 99.25 4.55
Mix 256/512 99.25 2.27
Table 5.5: The best identification results – Jackknife results.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 68.63 100.00
Mix 2/4 68.30 83.33
Mix 4/8 69.61 83.33
Mix 8/16 81.37 83.33
Mix 16/32 84.37 100.00
Mix 32/64 93.46 100.00
Mix 64/128 95.42 100.00
Mix 128/256 97.39 100.00
Mix 256/512 99.02 100.00
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Table 5.6: The average results – Jackknife results.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 59.70 67.32
Mix 2/4 63.40 62.68
Mix 4/8 69.86 60.94
Mix 8/16 81.07 63.84
Mix 16/32 88.54 72.14
Mix 32/64 93.28 72.35
Mix 64/128 95.91 73.63
Mix 128/256 97.91 70.61
Mix 256/512 98.97 69.22
of frames[45], the Shifted Delta Cepstra, SDC, features are used. The shifted delta cepstra
are created by stacking delta cepstra features across multiple speech frames [45, 46].
The computation of the shifted detla feature is illustrated by Figure 5.3 [2]. The SDC
features are specified by a set of 4 parameters: N, d, P, and k explained below [45, 46] where
each feature vector contains N×k elements.
• N is the number of cepstral coefficients computed at each frame.
• P is the amount of shift between blocks.
• d is the time shift for the delta computation.
• k is the number of delta cepstra blocks used to build the Shifted Delta Cepstra feature
vector.
The delta cepstra vector is found using
δj(t) = cj(t+ d)− cj(t− d) (5.4)
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Figure 5.3: The Shifted Delta Cepstral features vector [2].
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where j = 0, · · · , N − 1 and cj(r) is the jth cepstral coefficients from the rth windowed
frame of speech. By concatenating k blocks of delta cepstra each shifted by P, the SDC
expands the delta cepstra [45, 46]
sdc(t) = δj(t+ (i− 1)P ) = cj(t+ (i− 1)P + d)− cj(t+ (i− 1)P − d) (5.5)
where j = 0, · · · , N − 1 and i = 1, · · · , k
The δj(t) which is the delta cepstra vector is composed in the SDC vector in the following
[45, 46]
[δ0(t), δ1(t), · · · , · · · , δN−1(t)
δ0(t+ P ), δ1(t+ P ), · · · , δN−1(t+ P )
δ0(t+ (k − 1)P ), δ1(t), · · · , δN−1(t)] (5.6)
The Double Mixture Common State model was tested with MFCC features and the
results were reported on Table 4.15. Using the same model, we test it with the SDC features.
The parameters of SDC used in this test are 12-1-6-3, where N = 12, d = 1, P = 6, and
k = 3. In the literature, a different parameter configuration, 12-1-3-3, is used. However, the
previous parameter configuration leads to better dialect identification performance in our
system. Using the parameters, 12-1-6-3, each frame vector has 36 features explained as the
first 12 are the delta cepstra and the second 12 are the delta cepstra of the 7th frame and the
last 12 are the delta cepstra of the 13th frame. Two feature sets are used, the first feature
vectors are the MFCC features with the SDC features appended to them. The second feature
vectors are the SDC features only.
As discussed in Section 4.1, three training databases are used, i.e., unbalanced database
and two balanced databases to train the Double Mixture Common State model. Table 5.7
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Table 5.7: MFCC + SDC features trained on unbalanced training database.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 31.21 30.00
Mix 2/4 54.26 43.33
Mix 4/8 74.47 70.00
Mix 8/16 80.50 73.33
Mix 16/32 89.36 83.33
Mix 32/64 97.16 80.00
Mix 64/128 99.29 83.33
Mix 128/256 99.29 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.29 70.00
shows the results using the unbalanced training database using the MFCC features combined
with the SDC features. Each feature vector is 48 features, the first 12 features are the MFCC
and the rest features, 36, are the SDC features.
The best identification in Table 5.7 is 83.33%. Using only MFCC features, the best
identification as reported on Table 4.15 was 80.00%. There is an improvement in the system
performance using the MFCC + SDC features over a system trained on the MFCC features.
Utilizing the balanced training databases, the best identification for train data set 1 as
illustrated in Table 5.8 is 86.67%. While for the train data set 2, the best score is 83.33% as
reported in Table 5.9. Comparing the system performance with a system using the MFCC
features only, there is reduction in performance since the best identification result of the
system trained on balanced database set 1 is 86.67% as in Table 4.18. While for training
database set 2, the best performance as reported in Table 4.19 is 90.00%.
Next, the SDC features without adding to them the MFCC are utilized as the speech
features. The number of features in each speech frame is 36. Table 5.10 illustrates the
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Table 5.8: MFCC + SDC features trained on balanced training database – data set 1.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 48.35 30.00
Mix 2/4 61.54 33.33
Mix 4/8 68.13 53.33
Mix 8/16 83.52 70.00
Mix 16/32 90.66 83.33
Mix 32/64 98.90 83.33
Mix 64/128 99.45 86.67
Mix 128/256 99.45 86.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 83.33
Table 5.9: MFCC + SDC features trained on balanced training database – data set 2.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 50.54 33.33
Mix 2/4 52.17 46.67
Mix 4/8 58.70 50.00
Mix 8/16 72.28 66.67
Mix 16/32 91.30 66.67
Mix 32/64 96.74 76.67
Mix 64/128 98.91 83.33
Mix 128/256 99.46 73.33
Mix 256/512 99.46 73.33
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Table 5.10: Double Mixture Common State model using SDC without MFCC features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 31.56 33.33
Mix 2/4 41.84 33.33
Mix 4/8 50.35 30.00
Mix 8/16 54.96 50.00
Mix 16/32 60.64 56.67
Mix 32/64 68.44 63.33
Mix 64/128 80.85 66.67
Mix 128/256 91.13 73.33
Mix 256/512 96.10 76.67
identification results using the SDC features trained on unbalanced training database. The
best identification rate using this type of features, the SDC , is 76.67% which shows a
degradation when compared to using the MFCC + SDC features as in Table 5.7, or compared
to using the MFCC features as in Table 4.15.
Applying the same as in the unbalanced training database case, Table 5.11 and Table
5.12, using training database set 1 and training database set 2 respectively, show the results
of identification using the SDC features. The number of features per speech frame is 36.
The best identification score using this type of features, SDC , which is composed of Delta
features of different frames is improved when compared to using the same features but for the
case of the unbalanced training database. The best identification scores are 76.67% in Table
5.11 and 80.00% in Table 5.12. There are degradations when compared to using the MFCC
+ SDC features as in Table 5.8 86.67% or in Table 5.9 83.33%. Even more reduction in the
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performance when compared using the MFCC features only where the best identification
result of the system trained on balanced database set 1 is 86.67% as in Table 4.18. While
for training database set 2, the best performance as reported in Table 4.19 is 90.00%.
Finally, Figure5.4 shows the comparison of the system performance using the three speech
features: the MFCC, the MFCC + SDC, and the SDC. Since the results using the SDC fea-
tures are not compelling, we expand our feature set to include additional time derivative and
energy features.
5.5 ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND COMPARISONS
In the speech recognition and language identification field, different speech features have
been used such as spectral features or prosodic ones. Since in this thesis we are concerned
with the spectral features such as MFCC features, we add different features related to the
MFCC such as time derivatives. The first order regression coefficients of the MFCC feature
vector called Delta is included [28]. Also, the second order regression coefficients, called
Delta-Delta, is included. Moreover, an energy feature will be also added to the MFCC to
create an additional feature. Finally, we use the shifted delta cepstra feature to complete
the comparison.
Three training database are used in the comparison, the unbalanced one and the bal-
anced ones. More details of this training database is found in section 4.1. The model used
to test in this section is the Double Mixture Common State. In this section, the features
that we use are: (i) MFCC, (ii) MFCC + Energy, (iii) MFCC + Delta, (iv) MFCC + Delta
+ Delta-Delta, (v) MFCC + Energy + Delta, (vi) MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta,
(vii) MFCC + SDC, (viii) Delta only, (ix) Delta-Delta only, and (x) SDC.
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Table 5.11: Double Mixture Common State model using SDC without MFCC features
(data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.15 33.33
Mix 2/4 56.04 33.33
Mix 4/8 56.04 33.33
Mix 8/16 57.14 36.67
Mix 16/32 64.84 40.00
Mix 32/64 76.37 46.67
Mix 64/128 86.26 56.67
Mix 128/256 89.56 70.00
Mix 256/512 99.45 76.67
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Table 5.12: Double Mixture Common State model using SDC without MFCC features
(data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.74 33.33
Mix 2/4 50.00 33.33
Mix 4/8 52.17 33.33
Mix 8/16 55.43 33.33
Mix 16/32 57.61 40.00
Mix 32/64 66.85 50.00
Mix 64/128 77.72 56.67
Mix 128/256 99.46 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.46 70.00
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Figure 5.4: The system performance comparison for three types of features
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Table 5.13: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.50 63.33
Mix 2/4 69.86 56.67
Mix 4/8 72.70 63.33
Mix 8/16 82.27 70.00
Mix 16/32 89.72 76.67
Mix 32/64 97.52 80.00
Mix 64/128 96.81 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.23 80.00
Mix 256/512 98.58 76.67
5.5.1 Training with the unbalanced database
(i) MFCC:
The following table, Table 5.13, shows the results of identification using the MFCC
features. The number of features per frame is 12. The best identification score utilizing
these features, the MFCC, is 80.00%.
(ii) MFCC + Energy:
The energy can be computed by taking the log of the signal energy for the speech frames
[28] as follow:
E = log10
N∑
n=1
s2n (5.7)
The log of the energy can be normalized by subtracting the maximum value of E in the
speech frames [28]. This energy is appended to the MFCC features. Table 5.14 illustrates
the identification results using the MFCC + Energy. The number of features per speech
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Table 5.14: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 64.54 53.33
Mix 4/8 73.40 56.67
Mix 8/16 80.50 76.67
Mix 16/32 92.20 86.67
Mix 32/64 95.39 76.67
Mix 64/128 98.94 86.67
Mix 128/256 99.29 83.33
Mix 256/512 99.29 83.33
frame is 13. The best identification score using these features, MFCC + Energy, is 86.67%.
There is improvement in the identification score over the system that utilized only the MFCC
features.
(iii) MFCC + Delta:
To examine more features, we add the first order regression of the MFCC, the Deltas. Ta-
ble 5.15 illustrates the identification results using the MFCC + Delta features. The number
of features in the speech frame is 24. The best identification score using this type of features,
MFCC + Delta, is 83.33% which means that there is a reduction in the identification score
when we used these features compared to the pervious table.
(iv) MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta:
When we add Delta, and Delta-Delta, to the main features MFCC, the number of fea-
tures in each speech frame is 36. Table 5.16 shows the identification results using the MFCC
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Table 5.15: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 60.28 50.00
Mix 4/8 75.89 66.67
Mix 8/16 82.62 80.00
Mix 16/32 90.78 83.33
Mix 32/64 96.45 73.33
Mix 64/128 98.23 80.00
Mix 128/256 98.94 73.33
Mix 256/512 99.28 70.00
+ Delta + Delta-Delta. The best identification rate using this type of features, MFCC +
Delta + Delta-Delta, is 86.67% which is similar to the identification score found by using
MFCC + Energy in Table 5.14.
(v) MFCC + Energy + Delta:
In this experiment, we add the energy and the first order regression of the MFCC,
the Deltas. Table 5.17 illustrates the identification results using the MFCC + Energy +
Delta features. The number of features in speech frame is 26. The best identification
score using this type of features, MFCC + Energy + Delta, is 90.00% which means that
there is improvement in the identification score and this is the best identification using the
unbalanced database.
(vi) MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta:
Table 5.18 illustrates the identification results using the MFCC + Energy + Delta +
Delta-Delta. The number of features in each speech frame is 39. The best identification rate
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Table 5.16: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta
features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 58.51 56.67
Mix 4/8 61.70 63.33
Mix 8/16 85.11 73.33
Mix 16/32 87.59 80.00
Mix 32/64 92.20 80.00
Mix 64/128 97.87 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.94 86.67
Mix 256/512 98.94 73.33
Table 5.17: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 57.09 46.67
Mix 4/8 72.70 70.00
Mix 8/16 80.14 83.33
Mix 16/32 88.30 90.00
Mix 32/64 95.04 90.00
Mix 64/128 98.23 90.00
Mix 128/256 99.58 90.00
Mix 256/512 98.94 86.67
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using this type of features, MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta , is 86.67%. There is a
reduction in the rate of the best identification compared to the case the MFCC + Energy +
Delta features as in Table 5.17.
(vii) MFCC + SDC:
Using the MFCC + SDC features as explained earlier in section 5.4, the number of fea-
tures in speech frame is 48. As reported in Table 5.7, the best identification rate using this
type of feature, MFCC + SDC, is 83.33%.
(viii) Delta only:
To examine the idea of using different features than the MFCC features, Delta only
features are used as the main features. Table 5.19 illustrates the identification results using
only the Delta features. The number of features in each speech frame is 12. The best
identification rate using this type of features, Delta only, is 66.67%. There is a degradation
compared to using the MFCC features as in Table 5.13 and a greater degradation when
compared to the MFCC + Energy + Delta features listed in Table 5.17.
(ix) Delta-Delta only:
Furthermore Table 5.20 illustrates the identification results using only the Delta-Delta
features. The number of features in each speech frame is 12. The best identification score
using this type of features, Delta-Delta only, is 76.67% which shows a degradation when
compared to using the MFCC features as in Table 5.13, or more reduction compared to the
MFCC + Energy + Delta features as in Table 5.17.
(x) SDC :
Finally, since the SDC features were created by appending Delta cepstra features of
different frames to the static MFCC features, we examine using only these Delta features
without adding the MFCC features as explained earlier in section 5.4. Table 5.10 illustrates
the identification results using the SDC features. The number of features in each speech
frame is 36. The best identification rate using this type of features, the SDC, is 76.67%
which shows a degradation when compared to using the MFCC features as in Table 5.13, or
the MFCC + Energy + Delta features as in Table 5.17.
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Table 5.18: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-
Delta features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 33.69 36.67
Mix 2/4 52.84 56.67
Mix 4/8 65.96 76.67
Mix 8/16 83.33 86.67
Mix 16/32 94.68 86.67
Mix 32/64 97.16 83.33
Mix 64/128 98.23 86.67
Mix 128/256 99.29 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.29 76.67
Table 5.19: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta only features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 41.13 36.67
Mix 4/8 38.30 33.33
Mix 8/16 42.91 36.67
Mix 16/32 62.77 43.33
Mix 32/64 80.50 50.00
Mix 64/128 92.91 50.00
Mix 128/256 98.58 60.00
Mix 256/512 99.29 66.67
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Table 5.20: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta-Delta only features.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 29.79 33.33
Mix 2/4 51.00 33.33
Mix 4/8 43.62 33.33
Mix 8/16 59.22 43.33
Mix 16/32 74.47 60.00
Mix 32/64 74.47 56.67
Mix 64/128 79.08 66.67
Mix 128/256 87.59 76.67
Mix 256/512 93.97 80.00
In summary, the following Figure 5.5 summarizes all the results using the features used
in this section. Also, Figure 5.6 shows the comparison of best identification scores using
different features for the unbalanced training database. The performance of dialect identifi-
cation system improves when more features per speech are used compared to the performance
of using only the MFCC features as the main features.
5.5.2 Training with the balanced database
The description of the balanced database is found in section 4.1. The balanced database
consists of two sets and it will be used to train and test the model based on different speech
features. The speech features used in this section are the same ones used in the previous
section. The model used in this section is the Double Mixture Common State.
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Figure 5.6: Summary of best results for un-balanced training database.
(i) MFCC:
The following tables, Table 5.21 and Table 5.22, using training database set 1 and train-
ing database set 2 respectively, show the results of identification using the MFCC features.
The number of features per speech frame is 12. The best identification scores using this type
of features, MFCC, are 86.67% in Table 5.21 and 90.00% in Table 5.22. As mentioned earlier
in last the chapter, when using balanced databases the best identification rate improves.
(ii) MFCC + Energy:
The energy as explained in the previous section is appended to the MFCC features and
the following tables, Table 5.23 and Table 5.24, using training database set 1 and training
database set 2 respectively, show the results of identification using the MFCC + Energy
features. The number of features per speech frame is 13. The best identification rates using
this type of features, MFCC + Energy, are 83.33% in Table 5.23 and 83.33% in Table 5.24.
The best identification rate shows degradation when it compared to 86.67% as in Table 5.14
for using the unbalanced training database.
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Table 5.21: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC features (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.15 33.33
Mix 2/4 69.78 60.00
Mix 4/8 73.33 63.33
Mix 8/16 81.32 66.67
Mix 16/32 89.01 76.67
Mix 32/64 97.25 76.67
Mix 64/128 98.35 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.90 86.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 83.33
Table 5.22: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC features (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 53.80 66.67
Mix 2/4 59.24 63.33
Mix 4/8 73.94 63.33
Mix 8/16 83.70 66.67
Mix 16/32 93.48 76.67
Mix 32/64 94.02 76.67
Mix 64/128 96.74 86.67
Mix 128/256 98.37 83.33
Mix 256/512 98.91 90.00
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(iii) MFCC + Delta:
Using training database set 1 and training database set 2 respectively, Table 5.25 and
Table 5.26, show the results of identification using the MFCC + Delta features. The number
of features per speech frame is 24. The best identification scores using this type of features,
MFCC + Delta, are 86.67% in Table 5.25 and 90.00% in Table 5.26. The best identification
score shows improvement when it compared to 83.33% as in Table 5.15 for using the unbal-
anced training database.
(iv) MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta:
The subsequent tables, Table 5.27 and Table 5.28, using training database set 1 and
training database set 2 respectively, show the results of identification using the MFCC +
Delta + Delta-Delta features. The number of features per speech frame is 36. The best
identification rates using this type of features, MFCC + Delta + Delta Delta, are 96.67% in
Table 5.27 and 86.67% in Table 5.28. The best identification rate shows a huge improvement
when compared to 86.67% as in Table 5.16 using the unbalanced training database. By far,
this is the best identification rate we achieve through this work.
(v) MFCC + Energy + Delta:
Using the MFCC+ Energy + Delta features, Table 5.29 and Table 5.30 show the results of
dialect identification. The number of features per speech frame is 26. The best identification
score using this type of features, MFCC + Energy + Delta , are 90.00% in Table 5.29 and
93.33% in Table 5.30. The best identification score shows improvement when it is compared
to 90.00% as in Table 5.17 for the unbalanced training database.
(vi) MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta:
Using the MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta features, Table 5.31 and Table 5.32
show the results of dialect identification. The number of features per speech frame is 39. The
best identification rate using this type of features, MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta,
are 86.67% in Table 5.31 and 93.33% in Table 5.32. The best identification rate shows im-
provement when it compared to 86.67% as in Table 5.18 for the unbalanced training database.
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Table 5.23: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy features (data-
set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.70 33.33
Mix 2/4 70.33 60.00
Mix 4/8 73.63 50.00
Mix 8/16 90.66 76.67
Mix 16/32 93.41 70.00
Mix 32/64 97.25 76.67
Mix 64/128 97.80 83.33
Mix 128/256 97.80 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.45 83.33
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Table 5.24: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy features (data-
set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 58.70 70.00
Mix 2/4 63.04 56.67
Mix 4/8 74.46 63.33
Mix 8/16 78.26 63.33
Mix 16/32 94.02 76.67
Mix 32/64 96.20 83.33
Mix 64/128 98.37 80.00
Mix 128/256 98.91 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.46 73.33
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Table 5.25: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta features (data-
set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 47.25 30.00
Mix 2/4 58.24 53.33
Mix 4/8 69.23 50.00
Mix 8/16 84.62 73.33
Mix 16/32 90.66 86.67
Mix 32/64 96.70 86.67
Mix 64/128 97.80 83.33
Mix 128/256 99.45 76.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 76.67
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Table 5.26: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta features (data-
set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 45.65 33.33
Mix 2/4 71.20 66.67
Mix 4/8 72.28 56.67
Mix 8/16 76.67 70.00
Mix 16/32 90.22 73.33
Mix 32/64 97.83 83.33
Mix 64/128 98.91 80.00
Mix 128/256 99.46 80.00
Mix 256/512 99.46 90.00
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Table 5.27: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta
features (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 49.45 36.67
Mix 2/4 58.79 40.00
Mix 4/8 55.49 33.33
Mix 8/16 58.79 40.00
Mix 16/32 90.66 80.00
Mix 32/64 97.80 86.67
Mix 64/128 98.35 96.67
Mix 128/256 99.45 93.33
Mix 256/512 99.45 90.00
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Table 5.28: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta
features (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.20 33.33
Mix 2/4 69.02 50.00
Mix 4/8 63.04 53.33
Mix 8/16 78.26 56.67
Mix 16/32 89.13 80.00
Mix 32/64 94.57 80.00
Mix 64/128 97.28 83.33
Mix 128/256 98.91 86.67
Mix 256/512 99.46 83.33
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Table 5.29: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta features
(data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 52.20 33.33
Mix 2/4 57.14 60.00
Mix 4/8 68.68 56.67
Mix 8/16 78.57 60.00
Mix 16/32 93.96 80.00
Mix 32/64 98.35 80.00
Mix 64/128 99.45 90.00
Mix 128/256 99.45 90.00
Mix 256/512 99.45 86.67
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Table 5.30: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta features
(data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 45.65 33.33
Mix 2/4 65.22 56.67
Mix 4/8 70.11 70.00
Mix 8/16 79.35 70.00
Mix 16/32 93.48 93.33
Mix 32/64 98.91 86.67
Mix 64/128 99.46 80.00
Mix 128/256 99.46 83.33
Mix 256/512 99.46 83.33
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(vii) MFCC + SDC:
The MFCC + SDC features were explained earlier in section 5.4, the number of features
in each speech frame is 48. As reported in Section 5.4, the best identification scores using
this type of features,MFCC + SDC, are 86.67% in Table 5.8 and 83.33% in Table 5.9. The
best identification score shows improvement when compared to 83.33% as in Table 5.7 using
the unbalanced training database.
(viii) Delta only:
Utilizing the Delta only features, Table 5.33 and Table 5.34, using training database set
1 and training database set 2 respectively, show the results of identification. The number of
features per speech frame is 12. The best identification rates using this type of features, Delta
only, are 56.67% in Table 5.33 and 50.00% in Table 5.34. Using these Delta only features,
the identification system has poor performance in both training databases, the unbalanced
and balanced, compared to the score of the system trained on the MFCC features.
(ix) Delta-Delta only:
The following tables, Table 5.35 and Table 5.36, show the results of identification using
only the Delta-Delta features. The number of features per speech frame is 12. The best
identification score using this type of features, Delta-Delta only, is 40.00% in Table 5.35 and
40.00% in Table 5.36. Comparing the results with those obtained by the system trained on
the unbalanced training database, the identification results show degradation since the best
result in that case is 76.67% as in Table 5.20.
(x) SDC:
Applying the same as in the unbalanced training database case, the SDC features, were
explained earlier in section 5.4, are used as the speech features for the identification system.
Table 5.11 and Table 5.12, using training database set 1 and training database set 2 respec-
tively, show the results of identification using the SDC features. The number of features per
speech frame is 36. The best identification score using this type of features, SDC, which is
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Table 5.31: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta +
Delta-Delta features (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 54.95 33.33
Mix 2/4 55.49 63.33
Mix 4/8 69.78 53.33
Mix 8/16 85.16 76.67
Mix 16/32 92.31 80.00
Mix 32/64 97.25 83.33
Mix 64/128 99.45 86.67
Mix 128/256 99.45 86.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 83.33
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Table 5.32: Double Mixture Common State model using MFCC + Energy + Delta +
Delta-Delta features (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 47.83 36.67
Mix 2/4 67.93 66.67
Mix 4/8 68.48 76.67
Mix 8/16 69.57 80.00
Mix 16/32 93.48 90.00
Mix 32/64 97.28 90.00
Mix 64/128 98.37 90.00
Mix 128/256 99.46 93.33
Mix 256/512 99.46 90.00
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Table 5.33: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta only features (data-set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.15 33.33
Mix 2/4 57.14 30.00
Mix 4/8 58.24 30.00
Mix 8/16 58.79 23.33
Mix 16/32 65.93 43.33
Mix 32/64 83.52 46.67
Mix 64/128 95.60 56.67
Mix 128/256 99.45 56.67
Mix 256/512 99.45 50.00
Table 5.34: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta only features (data-set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 45.65 33.33
Mix 2/4 52.72 36.67
Mix 4/8 50.00 36.67
Mix 8/16 63.04 23.33
Mix 16/32 69.57 43.33
Mix 32/64 81.52 50.00
Mix 64/128 95.11 50.00
Mix 128/256 98.91 50.00
Mix 256/512 99.46 50.00
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Table 5.35: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta-Delta only features (data-
set1).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 46.15 33.33
Mix 2/4 48.35 33.33
Mix 4/8 51.65 36.67
Mix 8/16 52.20 36.67
Mix 16/32 64.84 30.00
Mix 32/64 68.68 30.00
Mix 64/128 73.08 36.67
Mix 128/256 84.07 40.00
Mix 256/512 95.05 40.00
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Table 5.36: Double Mixture Common State model using Delta-Delta only features (data-
set2).
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 45.65 33.33
Mix 2/4 64.13 36.67
Mix 4/8 57.07 36.67
Mix 8/16 50.00 33.33
Mix 16/32 64.13 36.67
Mix 32/64 66.30 33.33
Mix 64/128 75.00 40.00
Mix 128/256 88.04 40.00
Mix 256/512 95.65 36.67
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composed of Delta features of different frames is improved when compared to using the same
features but for the case of the unbalanced training database. The best identification scores
are 76.67% in Table 5.11 and 80.00% in Table 5.12. The identification rate for the case of
using the unbalanced training database is 76.67% as in Table 5.10.
In summary, the following Figures, 5.7 and 5.8 summarize all the test results for both
balanced training databases. Also, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 show the comparison of best
identification scores using different features for both balanced training databases.
5.6 SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT METHODS
In this chapter, we used different methods to improve the proposed system, the two states,
common and unique, ergodic Hidden Markov Model described in Section 4.3. These meth-
ods include initialization, jackknifing, shifted delta cepstra. Lastly, we concluded the chapter
with a comparison with utilizing the proposed system with different features such as MFCC,
MFCC + Energy, MFCC + Delta, MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta, MFCC + Energy + Delta
+ Delta-Delta, MFCC + SDC, Delta only, Delta-Delta only, and SDC.
In the initialization experiment, we used algorithm described in [41, 42]. The algorithm
includes state splitting into two states by building a one-state model for each dialect then
using that state model to build our proposed two state model, unique and common. The
unique state of specific dialect will be the one state model for that dialect while the common
state will be the union of the one state models of each dialect yielding to double mixture and
combination of these states. This is done for each mixture size, but we are reporting only
from mixture sizes 64/128 and up. Then the built model is trained at least ten iterations.
The best identification as reported in Table 5.1 is 93.33% an improvement over a Double
Mixture Common State model without initialization of at least 3.33%.
In the second part of this chapter, we proved that the tying process in the proposed
model leads to better results over a system without tying. At certain mixture sizes, the
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Figure 5.7: Summary results for balanced data set-1.
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Figure 5.9: Summary of best results for balanced data set-1.
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Figure 5.10: Summary of best results for balanced data set-2.
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common state of the un-tied model is tied and then both the untied model and the tied
model are re-estimated at least 10 times. It should be noted that the mixture size is the
same across all states, unique and common. The best identification of tied model is 93.33%
while the best identification of untied model is 90.00%.
We considered Jackknifing as a method for obtaining an unbiased estimator. Moreover,
Jackknifing algorithm provides with greater data to train and test by dividing the whole
database into sets. Set 1 is considered to the training data and consists of 90% of the
database while the second set is the testing data which is the remaining 10%. In each itera-
tion, the test set covers another 10% until it passes through the entire database. The best
average identification scores for all 10 iterations is 73.63%.
Shifted Delta Cepstral, SDC, have proven to be better features when used with GMM
for language identification [46, 45]. The SDC features are created by stacking delta cepstra
features across multiple speech frames. The parameters of SDC used in the training and
testing are 12-1-3-6, where N = 12, d = 1, P = 6, and k = 3. Two training databases were
used, balanced and unbalanced. The model used is the Double Mixture Common State. Two
feature vectors are used the MFCC+ SDC and the SDC. The best identification score for a
system trained on the unbalanced database is 83.33% using the MFCC + SDC; while using
the SDC features the best identification score is 76.67%. For the balanced training database
set 1, the best performance shown in Table 5.8 is 86.67% while for database set 2 the best
score is 83.33% using the MFCC + SDC features. However, in the case utilizing the SDC
features, the best identification score for balanced training database set 1 is 76.67% while for
the balanced training database set 2 the best identification score is 80.00%. In comparison
with a system utilizing only the MFCC features, there is an improvement in system trained
on the unbalanced database, however in the case of the balanced training database, there is
a degradation. Also, adding the MFCC features to the SDC improve the performance of the
system.
In the last section, different features are used in training and testing the system. Three
training databases, unbalanced and balanced ones, are used. The best identification rate
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reported in this thesis is 96.67% in the case of using the MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta
features when the balanced training database set 1 is used as training data. Also, we achieve
an identification score of 93.33% using the features MFCC + Energy + Delta + Delta-Delta
when the balanced training database set 2 is used as training data. In the case of using
the unbalanced training database, the best score found is 90.00% for the case of using the
MFCC+ Energy + Delta as speech features. The dialect identification system performs
better with more features per speech frame.
5.7 DISCUSSION
The uniqueness about the presented Arabic dialect identification system that it has the
capability to model the common sounds in all Arabic dialects in addition modeling the
unique sounds in each dialect. Although the dialect identification system was not tested
with dialects from different language, we believe that the presented dialect identification
system will work for any language similar to the Arabic language as long as the langauge
has dialects that share common sounds and that have unique sounds.
Starting with the structure of two states, common and unique, ergodic Hidden Markov
Model for the Arabic dialect identification system, we found by experiment that by doubling
the mixture size in the common state compared to the unique state, the performance of the
system improved. Also, we found that by using different training database that the best
performance of the dialect identification system occur with the balanced training database.
Due to the lack of a standard database for all Arabic dialect, we concentrate our work on
two dialects: Egyptian and Gulf. It should be mentioned that the audio quality of most our
training database is poor compared the standard speech database; making these training
databases more realistic to real life applications.
Time derivative features such as Delta and Delta-Delta have been found to improve
the performance of speech recognition system [22]. The time derivatives of the MFCC are
usually appended to the feature vector in order to capture the dynamics of speech. The
energy within the frame is also an important feature that can be appended to the MFCC
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features. Many speech recognition systems use the the logarithm of energy to compresses the
dynamic range of values which is the similar to the characteristic of human hearing system
[21]. Adding time derivatives and log energy to the MFCC features demonstrate a clear
improvements to the performance of our Arabic dialect identification system. This implies
that using more features per speech frame, 39, as opposed to using only the MFCC features,
12, enhances the performance of the system.
The initialization process is important for ergodic HMM performance [42]. Initializing
with constant values which is the simplest method proved to be unsatisfactory approach.
Applying the initialization method provided in [41, 42], the dialect identification system
performed better.
Reaching an identification rate of 96.67%, the Arabic dialect identification system has
performed superior compared to the initial results of the same system trained on the MFCC
features only. The outstanding performance of the system has utilized the same training
database, balanced training database set 1, with the only difference that the speech features
used are the MFCC + Delta + Delta-Delta features per speech frame.
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6.0 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis presented a system that automatically identifies the Arabic dialects. The difficult
task of properly identifying various Arabic dialects was examined. Since the Arabic language
has many different dialects, they must be identified before Automatic Speech Recognition
can take place. Due to the limited availability of Arabic speech databases, it was necessary to
create new data for two dialects: Egyptian and Gulf, in addition to using the CALLHOME
databases created by LDC.
A new model has been presented in this work based upon the features of Arabic dialects;
namely, a model that recognizes the similarities and differences between each dialect. The
model utilized in this work was the ergodic Hidden Markov Model, which is comprised of
two states: one representing common Arabic sounds, and another representing unique sounds
characteristic of certain dialects. Common states were tied across all models since they share
similar sounds. Results were provided for different types of training data, both balanced and
unbalanced, and according to different system structures, such as Double Mixture Common
State, and by increasing the number of common states. Moreover, improvements to the
dialect identification system have been made. A new initialization process is used and yields
better system performance of 93.33%. Features of different types were used in training and
testing the double mixture common state model and found that the system with the MFCC
+ Delta + Delta-Delta features performed best reaching an identification score of 96.67%
when the balanced training database, rather than an unbalanced one, is utilized.
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6.1 FUTURE WORK
The task of improving Arabic dialect identification in our proposed system remains a constant
area for further research. Thus, in this section we provide some ideas that can be considered
for future examination; these ideas are related to concepts already presented in this thesis,
yet take steps to improve performance and reduce computational costs.
• The lack of a well-established large speech database of all Arabic dialects and modern
standard Arabic in general is an ongoing challenge that needs to be rectified.
• This work should be extended to include additional Arabic dialects. Future investigation
into the structure of our dialect identification system should be done.
• The main emphasis in this thesis was on the proposed system not speech features; further
investigation should be done to find if temporal differences in the dialect features of the
dialects can be captured with small frames in the front end.
• The system presented in this study should be extended by applying a discriminative
training algorithm, such as Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) used to update HMM
model parameters instead of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
• Further studies should identify an optimal length for the dialect identification of speech
segments. In other words, how long should a speech segment be to contain enough unique
sounds for dialect identification.
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APPENDIX A
ARABIC LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
Arabic is one of the world’s oldest Semitic languages, and it is the fifth most widely used.
Arabic is the primary language of countries: Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Yemen, Egypt, Sudan,
Comoros, Djibouti, Somalia, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania. Arabic is
the language of communication in official discourse, teaching, religious activities, and in
literature. Additionally, Arabic shares its alphabet with several other languages, such as
Farsi, Urdu, and Malay [6, 47, 9].
This chapter provides background information about the Arabic language, its alphabet,
phonemes, and the differences between it and English.
A.1 ARABIC LANGUAGE ALPHABET
Every language is typically partitioned into two broad categories: vowels and consonants.
Vowels are produced without obstructing air flow through the vocal tract, while consonants
involve significant obstruction, creating a nosier sound with weaker amplitude [9, 48]. The
Arabic language consists of of 28 letters, which are shown in Table A1.
The letter Alif (æ) has no sound of its own, but it is used to support Hamzah (?) and
lengthen a preceding vowel; it is also used at the end of a third person plural verb in the
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Table A1: Arabic Phonemes.
Arabic 
Letters
Key
Word
Approximate 
Pronunciation 
English 
Equivalent 
IPA
Symbol 
? ?? Hamzah  ?
?  Alif à æ
? ??? Baa B b
? ??? *Taa T t
? ???? *Thaa Th as in “three” ?
? ??? Jemm J ? / g / ?
? ??? Haa - ?
? ??? Khaa - ?
? ??? *Daal D d
? ???? *Thaal Th as in “then” ð
? ??? *Raa R r
? ??? *Zaa Z z
? ??? *Seen S s
? ??? *Sheen Sh ?
? ??? *Saad - s
? ??? Dhaad - d
? ?? *Tah - t
? ??? *Dhaa - ð
? ??? *Ein - ?
? ??? Ghein - ?
? ??? Faa F f
? ??? Qaaf - q
? ??? Kaaf K k
? ??? *Laam L l
? ??? Meem M m
? ??? *Noon N n
?? ??? Haa H h
? ??? Wow W w / u
? ??? Yaa Y j / i
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past tense. Arabic is written from right to left and letters take different forms depending
on their position in a word; some letters are similar to others except for diacritical points
placed above or beneath them [49, 3].
Arab linguists classify Arabic letters into two categories: sun and moon. Sun letters are
indicated by an asterisk as shown in Table A1. When the sun letters are preceded by the
prefix Alif-Laam in nouns, the Laam consonant is not pronounced [49, 9].
The Arabic language has six different vowels, three short and three long. The short
vowels are fatha (a), short kasrah (i), and short dammah (u). No special letters are assigned
to the short vowels, however special marks and diacritical notations above and beneath
the consonants are used. The three long vowels are durational allophones of the above
short vowels, as in mad, meet, and soon and correspond to long fatha, long kasrah, and long
dammah respectively. Consonants can be also un-vowelised (not followed by a vowel); in this
case a diacritic sakoon is placed above the consonant. Vowels and their IPA (International
Phonetic Alphabet) equivalents are shown in the Table A2 [9, 3].
A.2 ARABIC PHONEMES
Speech sound units, known as phonemes, are classified as either consonants or vowels. This
classification is based upon articulator, acoustic, and contextual information [9, 3].
Standard Arabic has 34 phonemes, six of which are vowels and 28 that are consonants.
Arabic phonemes can be shown as in table A3:
Voice stops are produced by releasing pressure built up after the oral tract has been
completely closed. Unvoiced stops are produced in a similar fashion, except during the
closure process the vocal cords do not vibrate. Fricatives in both the voiced and unvoiced
stops are concentrated at high frequencies where the vocal tract is partly opened at the point
of articulation and turbulent noise is created [9]. The emphatic sounds found in stops and
fricatives depend upon a buccal phenomenon that occurs due to the lowering of the tongue
as its base moves backward. Nasal sounds, which are voiced, are produced by a shrunk vocal
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Table A2: Arabic Vowels.
Arabic 
Notation
Vowel IPA
Symbol 
Key word 
-?  Short Fatha a. Duck 
-?  Short Kasrah i. In 
-?  Short Dammah u. Look 
????? Long Fatha a.: Dad 
???? Long Kasrah i.: Meet 
???? Long Dammah u.: Soon 
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Table A3: Arabic Consonant Phonemes.
Arabic Consonant Phonemes 
Stops
Voiced { b/? ; d/? } 
Unvoiced { t/? ; k/? ; q/? ;  ? /? } 
Emphatic { t/ ? ; d/ ? } 
Fricatives
Voiced {  ð / ? ; z/? ; ?/? ; ?/? ; ?/? } 
Unvoiced { ?/? ; f/? ; s/? ; ?/?  ; ?/? ; h/? ; h/?? } 
Emphatic { ð/?  ; s/?  } 
Nasals { n/? ; m/? } 
Others
Lateral { l/? } 
Trill { r/? } 
Vowels { a/ ????  ; u/???? ; i/???? } 
Semi-Vowels { j/? ; w/? } 
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tract and excited glottal [9]. Vowels are voiced phonemes that are produced by semi-periodic
pulses of air caused by vibrations of the vocal cords, which subsequently stimulate the vocal
tract [3, 47].
A.3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ARABIC AND ENGLISH
Arabic and English differ significantly; some of the major differences are outlined below
[3, 47]:
• Arabic has ten pharyngeal and emphatic sounds while English has none.
• Arabic has a voiced consonant Baa (b), while English has both voiced and unvoiced
versions, resulting in a distinction between (b) and (p).
• Arabic has an unvoiced consonant Faa (f) while English has both voiced and unvoiced
versions, resulting in the (v) and (f) sounds.
• Arabic has only six fundamental vowels while American English has twelve.
• There are some phonemes found in English that are not Arabic, such as the /g/ in game
or the /c/ in sing.
• Arabic has the unique phoneme known as Dhaad (d), which cannot be found in English
or any other language.
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APPENDIX B
THE RESULTS OF JACKKNIFING METHOD
In this appendix, we are going to report all the results for the Jackknife method. In section
5.3, Jackknife method was introduced and the whole database was spilt to two sets one for
training and the other one for testing. The following tables show the results of training and
testing with Double mixture common state model. From all available data, 60 speakers,
speech from six speakers was used as testing and the remaining speech from 54 speakers was
used as training.
Tables, B1 up to B10, illustrate the results for the first set up to the tenth set. Last
table, Table B11 shows the average results for all the ten sets.
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Table B1: Results for the first set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 61.02 98.28
Mix 2/4 58.27 86.21
Mix 4/8 64.17 94.83
Mix 8/16 78.35 89.66
Mix 16/32 83.07 96.55
Mix 32/64 92.91 96.55
Mix 64/128 96.46 96.55
Mix 128/256 98.82 98.28
Mix 256/512 98.82 98.28
Table B2: Results for the second set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 63.10 95.00
Mix 2/4 61.51 66.67
Mix 4/8 72.62 83.33
Mix 8/16 85.32 73.33
Mix 16/32 92.06 78.33
Mix 32/64 95.63 76.67
Mix 64/128 97.62 76.67
Mix 128/256 98.02 78.33
Mix 256/512 99.21 80.00
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Table B3: Results for the third set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 62.30 98.33
Mix 2/4 61.90 68.33
Mix 4/8 71.83 46.67
Mix 8/16 77.38 55.00
Mix 16/32 86.90 61.67
Mix 32/64 89.29 43.33
Mix 64/128 91.67 38.33
Mix 128/256 95.63 31.67
Mix 256/512 98.41 45.00
Table B4: Results for the fourth set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 77.78 31.67
Mix 2/4 77.38 28.33
Mix 4/8 77.38 25.00
Mix 8/16 83.73 33.33
Mix 16/32 88.49 50.00
Mix 32/64 90.08 43.33
Mix 64/128 94.44 46.67
Mix 128/256 98.81 43.33
Mix 256/512 99.21 33.33
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Table B5: Results for the fifth set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 18.99 100.00
Mix 2/4 52.99 77.27
Mix 4/8 58.96 68.18
Mix 8/16 91.79 20.45
Mix 16/32 94.40 18.18
Mix 32/64 97.01 13.64
Mix 64/128 98.51 11.36
Mix 128/256 99.25 4.55
Mix 256/512 99.25 2.27
Table B6: Results for the sixth set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 34.97 0.00
Mix 2/4 65.36 50.00
Mix 4/8 74.84 66.67
Mix 8/16 78.43 100.00
Mix 16/32 85.62 100.00
Mix 32/64 90.85 100.00
Mix 64/128 96.41 100.00
Mix 128/256 98.04 100.00
Mix 256/512 99.35 100.00
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Table B7: Results for the seventh set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.97 100.00
Mix 2/4 55.23 50.00
Mix 4/8 66.99 66.67
Mix 8/16 83.33 66.67
Mix 16/32 89.54 66.67
Mix 32/64 92.48 100.00
Mix 64/128 95.75 100.00
Mix 128/256 97.06 100.00
Mix 256/512 98.37 100.00
Table B8: Results for the eight set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 68.63 100.00
Mix 2/4 68.30 83.33
Mix 4/8 69.61 83.33
Mix 8/16 81.37 83.33
Mix 16/32 84.37 100.00
Mix 32/64 93.46 100.00
Mix 64/128 95.42 100.00
Mix 128/256 97.39 100.00
Mix 256/512 99.02 100.00
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Table B9: Results for the ninth set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 69.61 33.33
Mix 2/4 70.92 66.67
Mix 4/8 68.63 33.33
Mix 8/16 77.12 50.00
Mix 16/32 90.52 100.00
Mix 32/64 95.42 100.00
Mix 64/128 96.41 100.00
Mix 128/256 98.04 83.33
Mix 256/512 99.02 66.67
Table B10: Results for the tenth set.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 70.92 16.67
Mix 2/4 62.09 50.00
Mix 4/8 73.53 50.00
Mix 8/16 79.74 66.67
Mix 16/32 89.87 50.00
Mix 32/64 95.10 50.00
Mix 64/128 96.73 66.67
Mix 128/256 98.04 66.67
Mix 256/512 99.02 66.67
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Table B11: The average results – Jackknife results.
Number of Mixtures Testing with
Unique/Common Training Data Testing Data
Mix 1/1 59.70 67.32
Mix 2/4 63.40 62.68
Mix 4/8 69.86 60.94
Mix 8/16 81.07 63.84
Mix 16/32 88.54 72.14
Mix 32/64 93.28 72.35
Mix 64/128 95.91 73.63
Mix 128/256 97.91 70.61
Mix 256/512 98.97 69.22
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